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3. HISTORY, POLITICS & SOCIOLOGY IN THE 

MIDDLE EAST 

近・現代の中東地域  （歴史、政治、経済、    

社会） 

 

 

1296 

Abbas, Tahir & Sadek Hamid (ed.) 

   Political Muslims: understanding youth resistance in 

a global context. (Contemporary Issues in the Middle 

East)  Syracuse  2018  9780815635833  pap  6,032 

   An interdisciplinary collection of the best 

international scholarship on Muslim youth 

1297 

'Abd al-Husayn, Yâsin (ed.) 

   Mawsû'at al-Tatarruf: siyar wa afkâr shakhsîyât al-

Qâ'idah wa al-Salafîyah wa Dâ'ish fî al-mintaqah wa al-

'âlam, Majmû'ah min al-bâhithîn.  3 vols.  Beirut 2017  

9781773222370     19,800 

   [Extremism Encyclopedia] 

Qaida (Organization) -- IS (Organization) -- Biography 

1298 

Aboueldahab, Noha 

   Transitional Justice and the Prosecution of Political 

Leaders in the Arab Region: a comparative study of 

Egypt, Libya, Tunisia and Yemen.  (Studies in 

International and Comparative Criminal Law)  200p  

Oxford  2017  9781509911332   10,890 

   Through a comparative case study of Egypt, Libya, 

Tunisia and Yemen, this book argues that transitional 

justice in the Arab region presents the strongest 

challenge yet to the transitional justice paradigm. 

1299 

Abou-Hodeib, Toufoul 

   A Taste for Home: the modern middle class in 

Ottoman Beirut.  280p  Stanford  2017  

9780804799799     9,815 

   Drawing from rich archives in Arabic, Ottoman, 

French, and English-from advertisements and catalogues 

to previously unstudied government documents-A Taste 

for Home places the middle-class home at the 

intersection of local and global transformations 

1300 

Abouzeid, Rania 

   No Turning Back: life, loss, and hope in wartime 

Syria.  400p  London  2018  9781786074171 

 3,364 

   Abouzeid presents reportage of unprecedented 

scope in this engaging, character-driven saga that 

exposes the secret dealings that armed and betrayed an 

uprising. 

1301 

Abu Salih, Abbas 

   The Role of the Druze in the Region, 1842-1958.  

252p maps, photos.  Beirut  2017  9789953039152 

     3,530 

   Druzes -- Syria -- Lebanon -- History 

1302 

Abu Zayd, Nasr Hamid 

   Critique of Religious Discourse.  tr. by J. Wright  

320p  New Haven  2018  9780300207125  12,835 

   First published in Arabic in 1994, progressive Muslim 

scholar Nasr Hamid Abu Zayd's controversial essay 

argued that conventional fundamentalist interpretations 

of the Quran and other Islamic religious texts are 

ahistorical and misleading. 

1303 

Abu-Laban, Yasmeen & Abigail B. Bakan 

   Israel, Palestine and the Politics of Race: exploring 

identity and power in a global context.  256p  London  

2018  9781780765327    14,256 

1304 

Abul-Magd, Zeinab 

   Militarizing the Nation: the army, business, and 

revolution in Egypt.  336p  N.Y.  2018  

9780231170635        pap  4,530 

1305 

Abu-'Uksa, Wael 

   Freedom in the Arab World: concepts and ideologies 

in Arabic thought in the nineteenth century.  245p  

Cambridge  2016  9781107161244   15,098 

   A preoccupation with the subject of freedom became 

a core issue in the construction of all modern political 

ideologies. Here, Abu-'Uksa examines the development 

of the concept of freedom (hurriyya) in nineteenth-

century Arab political thought, its ideological offshoots, 

their modes, and their substance as they developed the 

dynamics of the Arabic language. 

1306 

Adada, Aurore 

   Les Waqfs de Beyrouth Ottoman (1843-1909): 

reseaux socioculturels et economiques.  357p facs,  

Beirut  2017  9782721471062   4,080 

1307 

Adham, Ismâ'îl Ahmad 

   Min Masâdir al-Târîkh al-Islâmî: nusûs ukhrâ.  206p  

(Damascus)  2009     1,010 
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1308 

Adraoui, Mohamed-Ali (ed.) 

   The Foreign Policy of Islamist Political Parties: 

ideology in practice.  216p  Edinburgh  2018  

9781474426640     13,125 

   Asks how representatives of Political Islam are 

conducting themselves in the field of international 

politics 

1309 

Agius, D.A., E. Khalil, E. Scerri & A. Williams (ed.) 

   Human Interaction with the Environment in the Red 

Sea: selected papers of Red Sea Project VI.  450p  

Leiden  2017  9789004326033   25,375 

    It sheds light on many aspects related to the 

environmental and biological perspectives, history, 

archaeology and human culture of the Red Sea, opening 

the door to more interdisciplinary research in the region. 

1310 

Agrama, Husein Ali 

   Questioning Secularism: Islam, sovereignty, and the 

rule of law in moder Egypt.  (Chicago Studies in 

Practices of Meaning)  xiii,281p  Chicago  2012  

9780226010694      pap.  4,152 

   Focusing on the fatwa councils and family law courts 

of Egypt just prior to the revolution, he delves deeply 

into the meaning of secularism itself and the ambiguities 

that lie at its heart. 

1311 

Ahmad, Aisha 

   Jihad & Co.: black markets and Islamic power.  

336p  Oxford  2017  9780190656775  4,354 

   Offers a new explanation for the rise of modern 

Islamist groups: support from the business class 

1312 

Al-Ahmad, 'Alî Sulaymân 

   Islamite et Identite: la replique de 'Alî Sulaymân al-

Ahmad aux investigations d'un journaliste Syrien sur 

l'histoire de la communaute Alaouite.  (IFPOche 

Bilingue)  286p  Beirut  2015  9782351597095 

     3,200 

   Traduction d'un manuscrit de la fin du xxe siecle, avec 

introduction et notes, Stephane Valter 

1313 

Ahmed, Rumee 

   Sharia Compliant: a user's guide to hacking Islamic 

law.  (Encounting Traditions)  272p  2018  

9781503605701      pap  3,465 

   They did this by "hacking" Islamic law in accordance 

with changing times and contexts, diving into the 

interconnected Islamic legal tradition to recalibrate what 

was outdated, making some laws work better and more 

efficiently while leaving others undisturbed. Today, the 

hacking process has stalled in the face of unprecedented 

structural challenges, and Islamic law has stagnated. 

1314 

Ahram, Aİ., P. Köllner & R. Sil (ed.) 

   Comparative Area Studies: methodological 

rationales and cross-regional applications.  320p  

Oxford  2018  9780190846381    pap  4,354 

   Discusses the methodological and epistemological 

orientations of Comparative Area Studies 

1315 

Al Azri, Moosa Salim Jabir 

   Foreign Investment in the Sultanate of Oman: legal 

guarantees and weaknesses in providing investment 

protection.  304p  Berlin  2017  9783879974627 

     8,400 

   This book is an in-depth investigation of the legal 

protection of foreign investment in the Sultanate of 

Oman. 

1316 

Al Salimi, Abdulrahman & Eric Staples (ed.) 

   Oman: a maritime history.  (Studies on Ibadism and 

Oman, 9)  254p  Hildesheim  2017  9783487153902 

     11,900 

1317 

Al Salimi, Abdulrahman & Eric Staples (ed.) 

   The Ports of Oman.  (Studies on Ibadism and Oman, 

10)  368p  Hildesheim  2017  9783487153919 

     11,900 

1318 

Albers, Yvonne 

   Commitment and Beyond: reflections on/of the 

Political in Arabic Literature since the 1940s.  

(Literaturen im Kontext. arabisch - persisch - türkisch, bd. 

41)  356p  Wiesbaden  2015  9783954900404 

     13,825 

   This book is about relations between literature, 

society and politics in the Arab world. It is an attempt to 

come to terms with the changing conceptualizations of 

the political in Arabic literature in recent modern history. 

It examines historical and contemporary conceptions of 

literary commitment (iltizâm) and how notions of 'writing 

with a cause' have been shaped, contested, re-actualized 

since the 1940s until today. Against the backdrop of the 

current social and political transformations in the Arab 

world, questions on the role of the arts, specifically 

literature and its politics, arise with immediacy and 

require profound reflection and analysis. 

1319 

Albrecht, H., A. Croissant & F.H. Lawson (ed.) 

   Armies and Insurgencies in the Arab Spring.  312p  

Philadelphia  2016  9780812248548  9,815 

   explores the central problems surrounding the role of 
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armed forces in the contemporary Arab world. How and 

why do military apparatuses actively intervene in 

politics? What explains the fact that in some countries, 

military officers and rank-and-file take steps to defend an 

incumbent, while in others they defect and refrain from 

suppressing popular protest? What are the institutional 

legacies of the military's engagement during, and in the 

immediate aftermath of, mass uprisings? 

1320 

Albrecht, Sarah 

   Dâr al-Islâm Revisited: territoriality in contemporary 

Islamic legal discourse on Muslims in the West.  

(Muslim Minorities, 29)  435p  Leiden  2018  

9789004364547     23,100 

1321 

Alem, Raja 

   Sarab.  tr. by Leri Price  288p  Cairo  2018  

9789774168765        pap  1,978 

   November 1979. Violence has broken out in the 

holiest site of Islam after a charismatic rebel and his 

followers have attempted to announce the coming of the 

Redeemer. Amid the horror and chaos of the siege, 

Sarab, an insurgent, kidnaps a French officer. 

1322 

'Alî Bâshâ Mubârak (1823/4-1893) 

   Al-Khitat al-Tawfîqîyah al-Jadîdah li-Misr al-Qâhirah 

wa mudun-hâ wa bilâd-hâ al-qadîmah wa al-shahîrah.   

20 vols.  Cairo  2004-05 repr.  9771803352  89,600 

   Egypt -- Description -- History -- 1517-1882 

1323 

'Alî Bâshâ, al-Amîr Muhd. 

   Al-Rihlat al-Yâbânîyah (1909).  ed. by 'Alî Ahmad 

Kan'ân  (Irtiyâd al-Âfâq)  139p  Beirut  2004  

9953366039     1,540 

 

1324 

Ali, Kecia 

   Sexual Ethics and Islam: feminist reflections on 

Qur'an, Hadith, and jurisprudence.  320p  London  

2016  9781780743813      pap  2,968 

   An updated edition of feminist academic Kecia Ali's 

assessment of whether a just system of sexual ethics is 

possible within an Islamic framework 

1325 

Ali, Muna 

   Young Muslim America: faith, community, and 

belonging.  360p  Oxford  2018  9780190664435 

     4,354 

   Engages debates about Muslim American youth 

identity, including immigrant and convert perspectives 

 

 

1326 

Alkhamees, Ahmad A. 

   A Critique of Creative shari'ah Compliance in the 

Islamic Finance Industry.  (Brill's Arab and Islamic Law 

Series, 11)  295p  Leiden  2017  9789004344396 

     22,225 

1327 

Allam, Nermin 

   Women and the Egyptian Revolution: engagement 

and activism during the 2011 Arab Uprising.  230p  

Cambridge  2017  9781108434430      pap  4,528 

1328 

Alzubairi, Fatemah 

   Colonialism, Neo-Colonialism, and Anti-Terrorism 

Law in the Arab World.  268p  Cambridge  2019  

9781108476928     15,840 

   examines the relationship between Western 

influence and counter-terrorism law, focusing on the 

Arab world, which is, on the one hand, a hostile producer 

of terrorist organizations, and on the other, a leader in 

countering 'terrorism'. 

1329 

Amhâl, Ibrâhîm, et al. (ed.) 

   Al-Islâmiyûn wa Qadâyâ al-Dawlah wa al-

Muwâtanah.  2 vols.  Beirut  2016-17  

9786144450932     13,110 

   [Islamists: State and Citizenship] 

Islam and state -- Democracy -- Arab countries -- 

Congresses 

1330 

Amin, Hussein Ahmad 

   The Sorrowful Muslim's Guide.  (In Translation: 

Modern Muslim Thinkers)  224p  Edinburgh  2018  

9781474437073     9,900 

   Published as Dalîl al-Muslim al-hazîn ilâ muqtada-l-

sulûk fî'l-qarn al-'ishrîn in 1983, this book remains a 

timely and important read today. Both the resurgence of 

Islamist politics and the political, social and intellectual 

upheaval which accompanied the Arab Spring challenge 

us to re-examine the interaction between the pre-

modern Islamic tradition and modern supporters of 

continuity, reform and change in Muslim communities. 

1331 

Amirpur, Katajun 

   New Thinking in Islam: the Jihad for democracy, 

freedom and women's rights.  xvi,220p  London  

2015  9781909942738    6,032 

   Tr. from the German by E. Ormsby  Introducing 

readers to key thinkers and activists -such as Abu Zaid, a 

free-thinking Egyptian Qur'an scholar; Abdolkarim 

Soroush, an academic and former member of Khomeini's 

Cultural Revolution Committee; and Amina Wadud, an 
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American feminist who was the first woman to lead the 

faithful in Friday Prayer, Fazlur Rahman, Asma Barlas, 

Muhammad Mujtahed Shabestari-Amirpur reveals a 

powerful yet lesser-known tradition of inquiry and 

dissent within Islam, one that is committed to democracy 

and human rights. 

1332 

Al-Anani, Khalil 

   Inside the Muslim Brotherhood: religion, identity, 

and politics.  (Religion and Global Politics)  xv,199p   

Oxford  2016  9780190279738   11,174 

   Analyzes internal dynamics of the Brotherhood using 

new data informed by hundreds of interviews with 

leaders and members of the movement 

1333 

Anziska, Seth 

   Preventing Palestine: a political history from Camp 

David to Oslo.  464p  Princeton  2018  

9780691177397     5,285 

   On the fortieth anniversary of the Camp David 

Accords, a groundbreaking new history that shows how 

Egyptian-Israeli peace ensured lasting Palestinian 

statelessness 

1334 

Aoun, Mouchir Basile 

   Le Christ Arabe: pour und theologie chretienne 

arabe de la convivialite.  390p  Paris 2016  

9782204114738     6,125 

   Christianity -- Arab countries -- Islam 

 

1335 

'Arab, Muhd. Sâbir 

   Al-Sultah wa 'Ardhâlât al-Mazlûmîn, min 'asr 

Muhammad 'Alî 1820-1823.  461p  Cairo  2009  

9771806157     2,860 

   Egypt -- History -- Mohammed Ali, 1805-1849 – 

Sources,  Petitions -- Civil Service -- Complaints 

(Administrative procedure) -- Egypt  

1336 

Arafat, Alaa al-Din 

   Egypt in Crisis: the fall of Islamism and prospects of 

democratization.  xv,295p  London  2018  

9783319560199     21,838 

   Analyzes belief system and policies of the Muslim 

Brotherhood 

1337 

Arjana, Sophia R. 

   Veiled Superheroes: Islam, feminism, and popular 

culture.  xxviii,149p  Lanham  2017  

9781498536523     13,590 

   This groundbreaking study examines Muslim female 

superheroes within a matrix of Islamic theology, 

feminism, and contemporary political discourse. 

1338 

Armanios, Febe & Boğaç Ergene 

   Halal food: a history.  xix,375p  N.Y.  2018  

9780190269050     4,522 

   Food trucks announcing "halal" proliferate in many 

urban areas but how many non-Muslims know what this 

means, other than cheap lunch? Here Middle Eastern 

historians Febe Armanios and Boğaç Ergene provide an 

accessible introduction to halal (permissible) food in the 

Islamic tradition, exploring what halal food means to 

Muslims and how its legal and cultural interpretations 

have changed in different geographies up to the present 

day. 

1339 

Al-Arnâ'ût, Muhammad M. 

   Al-Waqf fî al-'Âlam al-Islâmî mâ bayna al-mâdî wa 

al-hâdir.  295p photos.  Beirut  2011  

9786144180150     3,960 

   Waqf -- Charity law and legislation -- History 

1340 

Arsan, Andrew 

   Lebanon: a country in fragments.  520p  London  

2018  97801849047005    4,950 

   A reflective examination of everyday life in Lebanon 

in times of precarity and political torpor. 

1341 

Al-Asadî, Nâhidah Husayn 

   Al-Najaf al-Ashraf, fî al-'ahd al-'uthmâ^ni al-akhîr wa 

al-ihtilâl al-Barîtânî wa al-intifâdât al-sha'bîyah wa 

ahamm al-usar al-'ilmîyah al-Najafîyah wa majâlis-hum, 

1247-1336/1831-1917.  328p  Beirut  2016  

9786144242452     4,680 

   Najaf (Iraq) -- History -- Biography -- 19th-20th 

centuries 

1342 

Aslam, Saiyma 

   From Stasis to Mobility: Arab Muslim feminists and 

travelling theory.  356p  N.Y. 2018  9780199405657 

     5,344 

   This book takes into account the confluence of 

different factors in studying pressures on, and prospects 

for, the mobility of Arab Muslim women. 

1343 

Aslan, Senem 

   Nation-Building in Turkey and Morocco: governing 

Kurish and Berber dissent.  249p  Cambridge  

2018(14)  9781107695450     pap  5,283 

   demonstrates through comparative historical analysis 

of the Kurds in Turkey and the Berbers in Morocco that 

intrusive nationalizing projects can undermine rather 

than increase the strength of a state. 
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1344 

Al-Atawneh, Muhd. & Nohad Ali 

   Islam in Israel: Muslim communities in non-Muslim 

states.   Cambridge  2018  9781108423267  15,098 

   This leads to an increasing number of Muslims in 

Israel who define their identity first and foremost in 

relation to their religious affiliation. 

1345 

Ayalon, Ami 

   The Arabic Print Revolution: cultural production and 

mass readership.  xiv,222p. ills.  Cambridge  2019(16)  

9781316606025      pap  4,981 

   New in pap. 

Ayalon explores the birth of Arab printing, publishing, 

dissemination methods, and mass readership during the 

formative phase from 1800 to 1914. 

1346 

Aydin, Cemil 

   The Idea of the Muslim world: a global intellectual 

history.  304p  Cambridge, Ma.  2017  

9780674050372     4,522 

   as C. Aydin explains in this provocative history, it is a 

misconception to think that the world's 1.5 billion 

Muslims constitute a single religio-political entity. How 

did this belief arise, and why is it so widespread? The 

Idea of the Muslim World searches for the intellectual 

origins of a mistaken notion and explains its enduring 

allure for non-Muslims and Muslims alike. 

1347 

Al-'Aylab, 'Abd al-Majîd Lutfî 

   Al-Dawr al-Tarbawî lil-Harakât al-Siyâsîyah fî 

tanmiyat thaqâfat al-muqâwamah fî al-mujtama' al-

Filastînî.  352p  Beirut  2016  9789953827483 

     4,690 

   [The educational role of the political movements in 

the development of the culture of resistance of the 

Palestinian society] 

1348 

Azam, Hina 

   Sexual Violation in Islamic Law: substance, evidence, 

and procedure.  (Cambridge Studies in Islamic 

Civilization)  200p  Cambridge  2017(15)  

9781107476066      pap  4,528 

   provides a detailed analysis of Islamic juristic writings 

on the topic of rape and argues that classical Islamic 

jurisprudence contained nuanced, substantially divergent 

doctrines of sexual violation as a punishable crime. 

1349 

Azhari, Valerie 

   Le Systeme Multiconfessionnel, une Invention 

Libanaise.  360p  Paris  2016  9782705339579 

     6,125 

1350 

Babar, Zahra (ed.) 

   Arab Migrant Communities in the GCC.  296p  

London  2017  9781849045889    pap  4,950 

   An original, research-based, volume on Arab 

migration within the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) 

countries, rather than from outside 

1351 

Baconi, Tareq 

   Hamas Contained: the rise and pacification of 

Palestinian resistance.  (Stanford Studies in Middle 

Eastern and Islamic Societies and Cultures)  368p  

Stanford  2018  9780804797412   4,522 

   Drawing on interviews with organization leaders, as 

well as publications from the group, Tareq Baconi maps 

Hamas's thirty-year transition from fringe military 

resistance towards governance. 

1352 

Baderin, Mashood A. 

   International Human Rights and Islamic Law. 2nd 

edition  (Oxford Monographs in International Law)  

410p  Oxford  2020(03)  9780198738039  15,840 

   It offers a clear vision of the realisation of 

international human rights within the application of 

Islamic law. 

1353 

Bakhshizadeh, Marziyeh 

   Changing Gender Norms in Islam between Reason 

and Revelation.  270p  Leverkusen/N.Y.  2018  

9783863887353     11,778 

   She investigates women's rights in Iran since the 

1979 Revolution from the perspectives of the main 

currents of Islamic thought, fundamentalists, reformists, 

and seculars, using a sociological explanation. 

1354 

Balivet, Gregoire 

   Damas a la Fin de l'Empire Ottoman (vers 1875): 

d'apres la description du Kitâb al-Rawda al-Ghannâ' fî 

Dimashq al-Fayhâ' de Nu'mân Efendi Qasâtlî (1854-

1920).  (Les Cahiers du Bosphore, LXXIX)  84p  

Istanbul  2014      1,860 

1355 

Bamidge, Robert P. Jr. 

   Self-Determination, Statehood, and the Law of 

Negotiation: the case of Palestine.  264p  Oxford  

2016  9781849468121    11,880 

   This monograph seeks to advance our understanding 

of the international law of negotiation and use this as a 

framework for assessing the Israeli-Palestinian dispute, 

with the Palestinian people's unsuccessful attempt to 

join the United Nations as a Member State in autumn 

2011 and the successful attempt to join the same 
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institution as a non-Member Observer State in 

November 2012 providing a case study for this. 

1356 

Bandak, Andreas & Mikkel Bille (ed.) 

   Politics of Worship in the Contemporary Middle 

East: Sainthood in fragile states.  (Social, Economic and 

Political Studies of the Middle East and Asia, v. 111)  

xii,215p  Leiden  2013  9789004247826  20,300 

   Sainthood in Fragile States investigates how 

precariousness and ambiguity are embedded in saint 

worship. The book explores the intersections between 

religious and secular figures to show the role of 

sainthood and its contestation in the contemporary 

Middle East. 

1357 

Banko, Lauren 

   The Invention of Palestinian Citizenship, 1918-1947.  

288p  Edinburgh  2018(16)  9781474432146 

       pap  4,948 

   Explores the colonial, social and political history of 

the creation of citizenship in mandate Palestine 

1358 

Bano, Masooda (ed.) 

   Modern Islamic Authority and Social Change, 

Volume 1: evolving debates in Muslim majority 

countries.  384p  Edinburgh  2018   

9781474433228     15,840 

   A comparative analysis of key Islamic authority 

platforms and their debates 

1359 

Bano, Masooda (ed.) 

   Modern Islamic Authority and Social Change, 

Volume 2: evolving debates in the West.  240p  

Edinburgh  2018  9781474433266   15,840 

1360 

Barnes, Jessica 

   Cultivating the Nile: the everyday politics of water in 

Egypt.  xvii,230p ills. maps  Durham  2014  

9780822357568       pap  3,767 

   The waters of the Nile are fundamental to life in 

Egypt. In this compelling ethnography, Jessica Barnes 

explores the everyday politics of water: a politics 

anchored in the mundane yet vital acts of blocking, 

releasing, channeling, and diverting water. 

1361 

Bashir, Bashir & Amos Goldberg (ed.) 

   The Holocaust and the Nakba: a new grammar of 

trauma and history.  400p  N.Y.  2018  

9780231182973       pap  6,040 

1362 

Bayât, Fâdil 

   Al-Mawsil, min khilâl wathâ'iq al-arshîf al-'uthmânî 

wa al-suwar al-târîkhîyah al-mahfûzah fî IRSÎKÂ.  160p 

facs. photos.  Istanbul  2014  9789290632689 

     9,630 

   Arab countries -- History -- Ottoman empire 

1363 

Bayraktar, Hilmi 

   XIX. Yüzyilda Halep Eyaleti'nin Iktisadî Vaziyeti.  

xxiv,347p  Elazig  2004  9753940475  3,680 

   Industries -- Aleppo (Syria) -- History -- 19th century 

1364 

Bearman, Peri 

   A History of the Encyclopaedia of Islam.  

(Resources in Arabic and Islamic Studies, 9)  xvi,299p  

Atlanta  2018  9781948488044   7,542 

    the back story of the decisions that shaped the 

preeminent reference work in the field of Islamic Studies 

and of the labor that went into it, a story that has not yet 

been told. It is a record of a monumental, century-long 

project, undertaken by the greatest scholars of its time; 

of friendships and rivalries; and of the extraordinary 

circumstances in which it took shape. 

1365 

Beaugrand, Claire 

   Stateless in the Gulf: migration, nationality and 

society in Kuwait.  (Library of Modern Middle East 

Studies, 143)  288p  London  2017  9781780765662 

     14,850 

   The stateless (bidun) of Kuwait represent around 10 

per cent of Kuwaiti nationals - approximately 100,000 

people. In this book, the author argues that far from 

being an anomaly in the state system, and the position of 

the bidun is of central importance to any understanding 

of the state formation processes in the Gulf. 

1366 

Ben Hounet, Yazid (ed.) 

   Law and Property in Algeria: anthropological 

perspectives.  (Studies in the History and Society of the 

Maghrib, 10)  Leiden  2018  9789004357624 

     12,075 

   This book seeks to contribute to our understanding of 

Algerian society today, through its relationships to 

property and to law. 

1367 

Ben-dor, Avishai 

   Emirate, Egyptian, Ethiopian: colonial experiences in 

late nineteenth-century Harar.  (Modern Intellectual 

and Political History of the Middle East)  352p  

Syracuse  2018  9780815635840      pap  6,032 

   provides new insights into the colonial history of 

Egypt, Ethiopia, and the Horn of Africa. 
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1368 

Bentlange, Björn 

   A Tale of Two Stories: customary marriage and 

paternity. A discourse analysis of a scandal in Egypt.  

(Islamkundliche Untersuchungen, bd. 333)  338p  

Berlin  2017  9783879974641   8,715 

   This book investigates an Egyptian scandal about 

paternity and marriage in the years 2004 to 2007. It asks 

about legal change in Egyptian family law and Islamic 

jurisprudence while also inquiring into the effects of 

media coverage. The study draws from a variety of 

sources, including newspaper articles, court rulings, 

university textbooks, fatwas, etc. The resulting 

presentation tells two differing stories about the affair of 

Hind al-Hinnâwî and Ahmad al-Fîshâwî. 

1369 

Beranek, Ondrej & Pavel Tupek 

   The Temptation of Graves in Salafi Islam: 

iconoclasm, destruction and idolatry.  272p photos.  

Edinburgh  2018  9781474417570   15,840 

   Contextualises current Salafi iconoclasm and graves 

destruction, tracing its ideological sources. 

Looks at the destruction of graves in various parts of the 

Islamic world including the Middle East, North Africa and 

South Asia 

1370 

Berriane, Johara 

   Ahmad al-Tijânî de Fes: un sanctuaire soufi aux 

connexions transnationales.  (Histoire et Perspectives 

Mediterraneennes)  324p photos.  Paris  2015  

9782343075303     6,475 

1371 

Bhala, Raj 

   Understanding Islamic Law.  2nd edition  1456p  

Durham  2016  9781632849502   15,855 

   This treatise gives the essential foundational 

materials for the study of Islamic Law and covers several 

other pertinent fields: banking and finance, contracts, 

criminal law, family law, and property. 

1372 

Biancani, Francesca 

   Sex Work in Colonial Egypt: women, modernity and 

the global economy.  (Library of Modern Middle East 

Studies)  288p  London  2018  9781788311038 

     13,662 

   Based on a wide range of rare primary sources, 

including documents from court cases, reformist papers, 

police minutes and letters, Biancani examines the 

discourses around sex workers and shows how 

prostitution was understood in colonial Egypt. 

 

 

1373 

Bishara, Dina 

   Contesting Authoritarianism: labor challenges to the 

state in Egypt.  (Cambridge Middle East Studies)  268p  

Cambridge  2018  9781316644720    pap  4,528 

   Successive authoritarian regimes have maintained 

tight control over organized labor in Egypt since the 

1950s. And yet in 2009, a group of civil servants decided 

to exit the state-controlled Egyptian Trade Union 

Federation (ETUF), thereby setting a precedent for other 

groups and threatening the ETUF's monopoly. 

1374 

Bishara, Fahad Ahmad 

   A Sea of Debt: law and economic life in the Western 

Indian Ocean 1780-1950.  292p  Cambridge  2017  

9781316609378      pap  5,283 

   In this innovative legal history of economic life in the 

Western Indian Ocean, Bishara examines the 

transformations of Islamic law and Islamicate commercial 

practices during the emergence of modern capitalism in 

the region. 

1375 

Blumi, Isa 

   Destroying Yemen: what chaos in Arabia tell us 

about the world.  312p  Berkeley  2018  

9780520296145       pap  4,522 

   offers the first in-depth historical account of the 

transnational origins of this war, placing it in the 

illuminating context of Yemen's relationship with major 

powers since the Cold War. 

1376 

Bohas, Georges & Florence Hellot-Bellier 

   Les Assyriens du Hakkari au Khabour: memoire et 

histoire.  230p  Paris  2008  9782705338053 

     5,600 

   Assyrians -- Syriac Christians -- sources -- History 

1377 

Boisset, L., F. Sanagustin & S. Slim (ed.) 

   Les Relations entre Musulmans et Chretiens dans le 

Bilad al-Cham: a l'epoque ottomane aux XVIIe-XIXe 

siecles, apport des archives des tribunaux religieux des 

villes: Alep, Beyrouth, Damas, Tripoli.  (Institut Français 

du Proche-Orient PIFD804)  330p+219p(ar.)  Beirut  

2005  2351590120    4,680 

   Christianism -- Islam -- Social relations -- Bilâd al-

Shâm -- 17th-19th centuries -- History  

1378 

Bokhari, Kamran 

   Voices of Jihad: new writings on radical Islam.  

(Library of Modern Middle East Studies)  320p  London  

2018(15)  9781845111311     pap.  2,572 

   Bokhari presents a range of ideologues from across 
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the globe, including Bin Laden's own deputy, Ayman 

Zawahari. 

1379 

Bonine, Michael E., Abbas Amanat & Michael E. Gasper 

(ed.) 

   Is There a Middle East?: the evolution of a 

geopolitical concepts.  xix,319p  Stanford  2012   

9780804775274      pap.  3,767 

   Is the idea of the "Middle East" simply a geopolitical 

construct conceived by the West to serve particular 

strategic and economic interests - or can we identify 

geographical, historical, cultural, and political patterns to 

indicate some sort of internal coherence to this label? 

While the term has achieved common usage, no one 

studying the region has yet addressed whether this 

conceptualization has real meaning - and then 

articulated what and where the Middle East is, or is not. 

Middle East -- Historical geography 

1380 

Bonnefoy, Laurent 

   Yemen and the World: beyond insecurity.  256p  

London  2018  9781849049665   6,930 

   The influence of Yemen and its people extends far 

beyond its nominal borders, both historically and in the 

present day, as L. Bonnefoy reveals. 

1381 

Bou Akar, Hiba 

   For the Way Yet to Come: planning Beirut's 

frontiers.  264p  Stanford  2018  9781503605602   

      pap  4,220 

   This book examines urban planning in three 

neighborhoods of Beirut's southeastern peripheries, 

revealing how these areas have been developed into 

frontiers of a continuing sectarian order. 

1382 

Bouquet, O., P. Petriat & P. Vermeren 

   Histoire du Moyen-Orient de l'Empire Ottoman a 

Nos Jours: au-dela de la question d'Orient.  400p  

Paris  2016  9782859449704   3,325 

   Middle East -- Turkey -- History -- 1517- 

1383 

Boustani, Sobhi, I.C. D'Afflitto, R. el-Enany & W. Granara 

(ed.) 

   Desire, Pleasure and the Taboo: new voices and 

freedom of expression in contemporary Arabic 

literature.  (Rivista Degli Studi Orientali, Nouva serie, 

supplmenti 1)  x,284p  Pisa  2014  9788862277020 

     42,875 

   Arabic literature -- Taboo -- Social aspects 

Collected essays 

 

 

1384 

Boutieri, Charis 

   Learning in Morocco: language politics and the 

abandoned educational dream.  (Public Cultures of the 

Middle East and North Africa)  304p  ills.   

Bloomington  2016  9780253020499     pap  4,832 

   a rare look inside public education in the Middle East 

1385 

Bowen, John R. 

   A New Anthropology of Islam.  (New Departures in 

Anthropology)  x,219p  Cambridge/New Delhi  

2013(12)  9780521529785       pap.  1,980 

   Uses examples from around the world to show how 

Muslims work from a shared tradition and adapt to local 

ideas and conditions  

1386 

Bradley, Francis R. 

   Forging Islamic Power and Place: the legacy of 

Shaykh Daud bin 'Abd Allah al-Fatani in Mecca and 

Southeast Asia.  x,212p maps  Honolulu  2016   

9780824851613     8,154 

   Islam -- Muslim scholars -- Southeast Asia -- History 

This book charts the nineteenth-century rise of a vast 

network of Islamic scholars stretching across Southeast 

Asia and the Indian Ocean to Arabia. Following the 

political and military collapse of the tiny Sultanate of 

Patani in what is now southern Thailand and northern 

Malaysia, a displaced community of scholars led by 

Shaykh Dâ'ûd bin 'Abd Allâh al-Fatânî regrouped in 

Mecca. 

1387 

Brandt, Marieke 

   A History of the Houthi Conflict.  256p  London  

2017  9781849046466    5,940 

   This is the first rigorous history of the long-running 

Houthi rebellion and its impact on Yemen, now the 

victim of multi-national interventions as outside powers 

seek to determine the course of its ongoing civil war. 

1388 

Brehony, Noel 

   Hadhramaut and its Diaspora: Yemeni politics, 

identity and migration.  (Library of Modern Middle East 

Studies)  320p  London  2017  9781784538682 

     14,256 

   The Hadhramis of Yemen have migrated for centuries 

in large numbers, establishing a diaspora that extends 

around the Indian Ocean, Saudi Arabia and the other Gulf 

States. This migration has deeply affected the host 

countries as well as Hadhramaut itself. 

1389 

Broyde, Michael J. 

   Sharia Tribunals, Rabbinical Courts, and Christian 
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Panels: religious arbitration in america and the West.  

312p  Oxford  2017  9780190640286  12,078 

   Explores why religious individuals and communities 

are increasingly turning to private faith-based dispute 

resolution to arbitrate their litigious disputes 

1390 

Bruzzi, Silvia 

   Islam and Gender in Colonial Northeast Africa: Sittî 

'Alawiyya, the uncrowner queen.  (Islam in Africa, 21)  

265p  Leiden  2017  9789004348004  18,375 

   Bruzzi provides an account of Islamic movements and 

gender dynamics in the context of colonial rule in 

Northeast Africa. 

1391 

Bucar, Elizabeth 

   Pious Fashion: how Muslim women dress.  248p  

Cambridge, Ma.  2017  9780674976160  4,522 

   For many westerners, the veil is the ultimate sign of 

women's oppression. But Bucar's take on Muslim 

women's clothing is a far cry from this attitude. She 

invites readers to join her in three Muslim-majority 

nations as she surveys pious fashion from head to toe 

and shows how Muslim women approach the question 

What to wear? with style. 

1392 

Buderi, Charles L.O. & Luciana T. Ricart 

   The Iran-UAE Gulf Islands Dispute: a journey 

through international law, history and politics.  (Queen 

Mary Studies in International Law, 29)  892p  Leiden  

2018  9789004236189    62,825 

1393 

Buheiry, Marwan R. (ed.) 

   Intellectual Life in the Arab East, 1890-1939.  

x,195p  Beirut  1981        pap  2,020 

1394 

Byman, Daniel 

   Road Warriors: foreign fighters in the armies of 

Jihad.  336p  Oxford  2019  9780190646516 

  3,760 

   Examines not only well-known stories (like the rise of 

the Islamic State and Al Qaeda) but also vital, under-

examined episodes from Chechnya and Somalia 

1395 

Byrd, Dustin 

   Islam in a Post-Secular Society: religion, secularity 

and the antagonism of recalcitrant faith.  (Studies in 

Critical Social Sciences, 98)  3420  Leiden  2017  

9789004325357     25,900 

   From the philosophical perspective of the Frankfurt 

School's Critical Theory, this book attempts not only to 

diagnose the current problems stemming from a 

marginalization of Islam in the secular West, but also to 

offer a proposal for a Habermasian discourse between 

the religious and the secular. 

1396 

Byrne, Jeffrey James 

   Mecca of Revolution: Algeria, decolonization, and 

the third world order.  (Oxford Studies in International 

History)  xv,388p  Oxford  2016  9780199899142 

     9,815 

1397 

Calder, Mark D. 

   Bethlehem's Syriac Christians: self, nation and 

church in dialogue and practice.  (The Modern Muslim 

World, 4)  318p  Piscataway  2017  9781463206376 

     24,462 

   An anthropological study of Syriac Orthodox Christian 

identity in a time of displacement, upheaval, and conflict. 

For some Syriac Orthodox Christians in Bethlehem, their 

self-articulation - the means by which they connect 

themselves to others, things, places and symbols - is 

decisively influenced by their eucharistic ritual. 

1398 

Carlisle, Jessica 

   Muslim Divorce in the Middle East: contesting 

gender in the contemporary courts.  (Gender and 

Politics)  vii,158p  London  2019  9783319770062 

     9,098 

   This book opens with a description of the historical 

development of Islamic divorce in the MENA. 

Subsequent chapters follow a Syrian male judge, a 

Moroccan female legal advice worker and a Libyan 

female judge as they deal with divorce cases in which 

husbands, wives, their relatives and lawyers debate 

gender roles in contemporary Muslim marriages 

1399 

Casciarri, Barbara & Mohamed A. Babiker (ed.) 

   Anthropology of Law in Muslim Sudan: land, courts 

and the plurality of practices.  (Leiden Studies in Islam 

and Society, 7)  325p  Leiden  2018   

9789004359116       pap  9,625 

1400 

Cavatorta, Francesco & Lise Storm (ed.) 

   Political Parties in the Arab World: continuity and 

change.  368p  Edinburgh  2018  9781474424073 

       pap  4,948 

   Analyses political parties and party politics in the 

contemporary Arab world 

1401 

Cerny, Karel 

   Instability in the Middle East: structural changes and 

uneven modernisation 1950-2015.  476p  Prague  

2017  9788024634272    4,530 

   Middle Eastern instability is manifest externally in 
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many ways: by crises afflicting governing regimes, the 

rise of political Islam, terrorism, revolution, civil war, 

increased migration, and the collapse of many states. 

This book examines the roots of this instability using a 

theoretically original and empirically supported 

historical-sociological comparative analysis. 

1402 

Chatty, Dawn 

   Syria: the making and unmaking of a refuge state.  

288p  London  2018  9781849048767  3,960 

   A leading expert offers the definitive account of 

Syria's long history of welcoming, and now exporting, 

refugees. 

1403 

Chih, R., C. Mayeur-Jaouen & R. Seesemann (ed.) 

   Sufism, Literary Production, and Printing in the 

Nineteenth Century.  (Mitteilungen zur Sozial- und 

Kultur-Geschichte der Islamischen Welt, 37)  xvii,579p  

Würzburg  2015  9783956500435   11,900 

1404 

Chorev-Halewa, Harel 

   Networks of Power in Palestine: family, society and 

politics since the nineteenth century  (Library of 

Modern Middle East Studies)  288p  London  2018  

9781784533816     14,256 

   By studying family-based networks in cities like 

Jerusalem, Nablus and Hebron, Harel Chorev-Halewa 

shows how their influence has receded more slowly and 

less dramatically in recent generations than is commonly 

believed. 

1405 

Christensen, Peter H. 

   Germany and the Ottoman Railways: art, empire, 

and infrastructure.  204p 77 color  New Haven  2017  

9780300225648     9,815 

   The complex political and cultural relationship 

between the German state and the Ottoman Empire is 

explored through the lens of the Ottoman Railway 

network, its architecture, and material culture 

1406 

Civantos, Christina 

   The Afterlife of al-Andalus: Muslim Iberia in 

contemporary Arab and Hispanic narratives.  (SUNY 

series in Latin American and Iberian Thought and 

Culture)  352p  Albany  2017  9781438466699 

     14,345 

   Around the globe, concerns about interfaith relations 

have led to efforts to find earlier models in Muslim Iberia 

(al-Andalus). This book examines how Muslim Iberia 

operates as an icon or symbol of identity in twentieth 

and twenty-first century narrative, drama, television, and 

film from the Arab world, Spain, and Argentina. 

1407 

Clark, Janine A. 

   Local Politics in Jordan and Morocco: strategies of 

centralization and decentralization.  416p  N.Y. 2018  

9780231183581     9,815 

1408 

Clark, Janine A. & Francesco Cavatorta (ed.) 

   Political Science Research in the Middle East and 

North Africa: methodological and ethical challenges.  

328p  Oxford  2018  9780190882976   pap  4,552 

   Based on the real-life experiences of researchers who 

study the politics of the Middle East and North Africa 

1409 

Cochrane, Laura L. 

   Everyday Faith in Sufi Senegal.  (Routledge tudies in 

Anthropology)  ix,147p  Abingdon  2017  

9780415790390     20,790 

   explores the historical, religious, cultural, and 

economic contexts of Islam in Senegal through the 

narrative first-hand accounts of people's everyday lives. 

1410 

Çolak, Hasan 

   The Orthodox Church in the Early Modern Middle 

East: relations between the Ottoman Central 

administration and the patriarchates of Antioch, 

Jerusalem and Alexandria.  (T.T.K. IV/A-2-2.4. Dizi-Sa. 6)  

xiii,282p  Ankara  2015  9789751630070   880 

   Ottoman empire -- Antioch (Orthodox patriarchate) -- 

Jerusalem -- Alexandria -- History 

The study on the history of the Greek Orthodox Church in 

the the Ottoman empire has long been shaped by the 

model suggested by the proponents of millet system. 

1411 

Collombier, Virginie & Olivier Roy (eds.) 

   Tribes and Global Jihadism.  xiv,248p  N.Y.  2018  

9780190864545     5,277 

   Across the Muslim world, from Iraq and Yemen, to 

Egypt and the Sahel, new alliances have been forged 

between the latest wave of violent Islamist groups - 

including Islamic State and Boko Haram - and local tribes 

1412 

Cook, Steven A. 

   False Dawn: protest, democracy, and violence in the 

new Middle East.  360p  Oxford  2019  

9780190931759        pap  3,760 

   Offers a sweeping narrative account of the past five 

years, covering a range of Middle Eastern countries 

1413 

Coury, Ralph M. 

   Sceptics of Islam: revisionist religion, agnosticism 

and disbelief in the modern Arab world.  (Library of 

Modern Middle East Studies)  ix,262p  London  2018  
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9781784533373     16,610 

   Arab debates about the critical relationship between 

religion and modernity began in the early nineteenth 

century. This unique volume introduces the writings of 

the Muslim and Arab Christian revisionist 'free-thinkers' 

who have tried to redefine the relationship. 

1414 

Cowan, David 

   The Coming Economic Implosion of Saudi Arabia: a 

behavioral perspective.  xii,317p  London  2018  

9783319747088     25,478 

   The kingdom of Saudi Arabia is at a crossroads 

economically, and faces the challenge of a weakening 

economy that could implode before 2030, the year set as 

a timetable by the kingdom in its Vision 2030. 

1415 

Cuno, Kenneth M. 

   Modernizing Marriage: family, ideology, and law in 

nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Egypt.  

(Gender and Globalization)  xxi,305p  Syracuse  

2018(15)  9780815630067       pap  3,767 

   Cuno makes a compelling case for a new narrative in 

Egyptian family history, one that links the fortunes of the 

family to the sweeping changes of the period and tells a 

nuanced story with full attention to the complexities of 

class difference, state interventions, and broad social 

change.--Judith Tucker 

1416 

Daccache, S., C. Edde, S. Knost, B. Paoli & S. Slim (dir.) 

   Cohabitation et Conflits dans le Bilâd al-Châm a 

l'Epoque Ottomane: musulmans et chretiens a travers 

les ecrits des chroniquers et des voyageurs.  (PIFD, 

810)  350p(fr. & en)+132p(ar)  Beirut  2014   

9782351594001     4,680 

   Colloque organise par: U. de Balamand, U. Saint-

Joseph, IFPO & Orient-Institut Beirut, 28-29-30 Mai 2009. 

1417 

Dahlan, Malik 

   The Hijaz: the first Islamic state.  568p  London  

2018  9781849048798    9,900 

   Dahlan offers an alternative vision of Islamic 

governance through the history and promise of the Hijaz, 

the first state of Islam. 

1418 

Dalla, Ahmad S. 

   Islam without Europe: traditions of reform in 

eighteenth-century Islamic thought.  (Islamic 

Civilization and Muslim Networks)  421p  Chapel Hill  

2018  9781469641409       pap  5,277 

   Replete with a cast of giants in Islamic thought and 

philosophy, Ahmad S. Dallal's pathbreaking intellectual 

history of the eighteenth-century Muslim world 

challenges stale views of this period as one of decline, 

stagnation, and the engendering of a widespread 

fundamentalism. Far from being moribund, Dallal argues, 

the eighteenth century--prior to systematic European 

encounters--was one of the most fertile eras in Islamic 

thought. 

1419 

Damiani, Anita 

   Enlightened Observers: British travellers to the Near 

East 1715-1850.  x,198p ills.  Beirut  1979   3,200 

1420 

Daniels, Timothy P. (ed.) 

   Sharia Dynamics: Islamic law and sociopolitical 

process.  (Contemporary Anthropology of Religion)  

xiii,364p  London  2017  9783319456911  15,468 

   Looks at the significance of the cultural and 

sociopolitical complexity of sharia in the contemporary 

world 

1421 

Darke, Diana 

   The Merchant of Syria: a history of survival.  364p  

London  2018  9781849049405   3,960 

   What hope is there for Syria? Clues can be found in 

the story of the Syrian cloth merchant Abu Chaker and 

his success against the odds. 

1422 

David, Jean-Claude & Thierry Boissiere (dir.) 

   Alep et Ses Territoires: fabrique et politique d'une 

ville 1868-2011.  (IFPO CP34)  590p ills. photos. maps  

Beirut  2014  9782351593899   9,360 

   articles in French & English,  Cities and towns -- Syria 

-- Aleppo -- Growth -- History 

1423 

Davidson, Christopher 

   Shadow Wars: the secret struggle for the Middle 

East.  688p  London 2017(16)  9781786071927   

       pap  3,364 

   Drawing on the examination of hundreds of leaked 

and declassified documents, and interviews with former 

officials, academics, journalists and activists, he shows 

how the region's most powerful actors have been 

manipulated by foreign players in a game that has given 

rise to dictators, sectarian wars, bloody counter-

revolutions and the most brutal incarnation of extremism 

ever seen. 

1424 

Davies, Humphrey 

   A Field Guide to the Street Names of Central Cairo.  

252p  Cairo  2018  9789774168567  4,522 

1425 

Davis, Diana K. & Edmund Burke III (ed.) 

   Environmental Imaginaries of the Middle East and 
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North Africa.  (Series in Ecology and History)  xiv,286p  

Athens  2012(11)  9780821420409     pap  4,522 

   This well-edited volume can be helpful both for 

scholars who would like to focus on particular geographic 

areas of the Middle East and North Africa, and for those 

interested in a wider view of this region's history. By 

questioning dichotomies built by 'orientalist' and 

'postcolonial' scholars alike, the articles gathered in this 

volume offer a fresh and unusual perception of the 

region and its history during the past two hundred years. 

1426 

de Bellaigue, Christopher 

   The Islamic Enlightenment: the struggle between 

faith and reason, 1798 to modern times.  432p  N.Y.  

2018  9781631493980      pap  2,710 

   The finest Orientalist of his generation rewrites 

everything we thought we knew about the modern 

history of the Islamic world. 

1427 

De Bellaigue, Christopher 

   The Islamic Enlightenment: the struggle between 

faith and reason: 1798 to modern times.  xxxiv,398p 

ills.  N.Y.  2017  9780871403735   2,710 

   de Bellaigue presents an absorbing account of the 

political and social reformations that transformed the 

lands of Islam in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 

1428 

Debarre, S. 

   Cartographier l'Asie Mineure: l'orientalisme 

allemand a l'epreuce du terrain (1835-1895).  

(Collection Turcica, 21)  xviii,406p  Leuven  2016  

9789042931855     13,650 

1429 

Declich, Francesca (ed.) 

   Translocal Connections across the Indian Ocean: 

Swahili speaking networks on the move.  (African 

Social Studies Series, 36)  320p  Leiden  2018  

9789004354074     13,125 

   The book describes the worlds where Swahili is 

spoken as multi-centred contexts that cannot be thought 

of as located in a specific coastal area of Kenya or 

Tanzania. 

1430 

Dehghani, Sasha & Silvia Horsch (ed.) 

   Martyrdom in the Modern Middle East.  (Ex 

Oriente Lux, 14)  225p.  Würtburg  2014  

9783956500305     6,475 

   Martyrs -- Middle East -- Congresses 

including Islam, Christianity, Judaism and the Baha'i-faith 

1431 

Demichelis, Marco & Paolo Miggiolini (ed.) 

   The Struggle to Define a Nation: rethinking religious 

nationalism in the contemporary Islamic world.  (The 

Modern Muslim World, 1)  535p  Piscataway  2017  

9781463206420     32,314 

   In the present edited volume, a serious of 

internationally recognised scholars adopt an inter-

disciplinary approach to the study of 'religious 

nationalism' and the 'nationalization' of religion, through 

focusing on case studies and the religious affiliations and 

denominations of Islam, Christianity and Judaism. 

1432 

Dgheim, Samih 

   Encyclopedia of Terminology and Contemporary 

Arabic and Islamic Thought. Vol. I (1700-1890), II (1890-

1940), III (1940-2000): Mawsu'at mustalahât al-fikr al-

'arabî wa al-islâmî al-hadîth wa al-mu'âsir.  (The Series 

of Arabic and Islamic Terminology Encyclopedias)  3 

vols.  Beirut  2002  9953104433   52,650 

   Vol. I: Baha' al-Din al-'Amili, Baha' al-Din, 'Abd al-

Ghani al-Nabulsi, Muhd. bn 'Abd al-Wahhab, Muhd. al-

Sanusi, Muhd. Ibrahim al-Bijuri, 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jaza'iri, 

B. al-Bustani....   Vol. II: Jamal al-din al-Afghani, 

Muhammad 'Abduh, J. Zaidan, Jamal al-din al-Qasimi, 

shabli al-Shamil, Wali al-Din Yakin, Farh Antun, ahmad 

Basha Taymur, 'Abd al-Hamid bn Badis, amin al-

Rihani,..... Vol. III: 'Abd al-'Aziz al-Bashri, Shakib Arslan,  

Mustafa 'Abd al-Raziq, Hasan al-Banna, Kurd 'Ali, Ahmad 

Amin, Muhd. H. Haykal, Salamah Musa, Jamal 'Abd al-

Nasir, Mahmud Taymur, Fu'ad Sarruf, Hasan Sa'b, 'Umar 

Farrukh, Muhd. al-Ghazali, Jalil Razm Sarkis,.... 

1433 

Diaz, Marta Dominguez 

   Women in Sufism: female religiosities in a 

transnational order.  (Routledge Sufi Series, 14)  

xi,192p  London  2015  9780415741736  21,780 

   Exploring the diverse myriad of female religious 

identities that exist within the various branches of the 

Moroccan Sufi Order, Qâdiriyya Budshishiyya, today, this 

book evidences a wide array of religious identities, from 

those more typical of Berber culture, to those 

characterised by a 'sober' approach to Sufism, as well as 

those that denote New Age eclecticism. 

1434 

Dick, Douwes 

   Ottomanism in Syria: a history of justice and 

oppression.  (Tauris Academic Studies)  viii,244p  

London  2017(00)  9781784537340     pap  3,775 

1435 

Dinno, Khalid S. 

   The Syrian Orthodox Christians in the Late Ottoman 

Period and Beyond: crisis then revival.  (Gorgias 

Eastern Christian Studies, 43)  xx,506p. maps. facs.   

Piscataway  2017  9781463205751   12,835 
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   Despite the protection afforded to the minorities of 

the Ottoman Empire through the millet system, Syrian 

Orthodoxy witnessed weakness and depletion 

throughout the nineteenth century, caused by significant 

conversion to Western Christianity, particularly in Syria 

and in Iraq. The work uniquely utilizes over 6000 

uncatalogued and unpublished archival documents that 

were made available for it. 

1436 

Doumani, Beshara (ed.) 

   Family History in the Middle East: household, 

property, and gender.  (SUNY Series in the Social and 

Economic History of the Middle East)  xii,342p  Albany  

2003  791456803       pap.  5,126 

   Contributors: I. Agmon, K.M. Cuno, M.A. Fay, M. 

Mundi, T. Okawara..... 

1437 

Doumani, Beshara B. 

   Family Life in the Ottoman Mediterranean: a social 

history.  370p  Cambridge  2017  9780521133272 

        pap  4,528 

   By concentrating on family life in the Ottoman 

Empire, in particular in what is now Lebanon and 

Palestine,  Doumani skilfully uses examples of family 

waqf endowments, lawsuits between kin, and other 

cases from the shari'a courts to reconstruct the stories 

and priorities of ordinary individuals. 

1438 

Duderija, Adis (ed.) 

   Maqasid al-Shari'a and Contemporary Reformist 

Muslim Thought: an examination.  xiii,270p  London  

2014  9781137323859    18,198 

   It is the first study which comprehensively, 

systematically and critically examines the role and 

usefulness of the concept of Maqasid al-Shari'a (higher 

Objectives of Islamic Law) in contemporary Muslim 

reformist thought in relation to number of specific issues 

pertaining to Islamic legal philosophy, law, ethics and the 

socio-political sphere. 

1439 

Durbin, Sean 

   Righteous Gentiles: Religion, Identity, and Myth in 

John Hagee's Christians United for Israel.  (Studies in 

Critical Research on Religion  Leiden  2018  

9789004385009     24,325 

   Durbin offers a critical analysis of America's largest 

Pro-Israel organization, Christians United for Israel, along 

with its critics and collaborators. 

1440 

Eisener, Reinhard (ed.) 

   Today's Perspectives on Ibadi History.  (Studies on 

Ibadism and Oman, 7)  349p  Hildesheim  2017  

9783487151526     11,900 

1441 

El Rashidi, eif 

   The Tentmakers of Cairo: Egypt's medieval and 

modern appliqua craft.  256p  Cairo  2018  

9789774168024     3,950 

   Drawing on historical literature, interviews with 

tentmakers, and analysis of khayamiya from around the 

world, the authors reveal the stories of this unique and 

spectacular Egyptian textile art. 

1442 

El Rashidi, Seif & Sam Bowker 

   The Tentmakers of Cairo: Egypt's medieval and 

modern applique craft.  256p ills. photos.  Cairo   

2018  9789774168024       pap  3,767 

   Stories from Cairo's historic Street of the Tentmakers, 

its craft and its people 

 

1443 

El Richani, Sarah 

   The Lebanese Media: anatomy of a system in 

perpetual crisis.  xix,228p  N.Y.  2016  

9781137602800     16,378 

   Offers a critical and concise account of the Lebanese 

media system 

1444 

El Shakry, Omnia 

   The Arabic Freud: psychoanalysis and Islam in 

modern Egypt.  224p  Princeton  2017  

9780691174792     5,285 

   El Shakry challenges the notion of a strict divide 

between psychoanalysis and Islam by tracing how 

postwar thinkers in Egypt blended psychoanalytic 

theories with concepts from classical Islamic thought in a 

creative encounter of ethical engagement. 

1445 

El-Ariss, Tarek 

   Leaks, Hacks, and Scandals: Arab culture in the 

digital age.  208p  Princeton  2018  9780691181936 

        pap  3,767 

   How digital media are transforming Arab culture, 

literature, and politics 

1446 

Elbadawi, Ibrahim & Samir Makdisi (ed.) 

   Democratic Transitions in the Arab World.  339p  

Cambridge  2016  9781316615782      pap  4,528 

   The result of a four-year research project, this book 

offers a cross-country analysis of the dynamics of 

democratic transition and of the state of democracy and 

authoritarianism from Tunisia, Sudan and Egypt to Syria, 

Kuwait and Lebanon. 
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1447 

El-Bizri, Nader (ed. & intro.) 

   Practicing Philosophy in Lebanon: authors, texts, 

trends, traditions.  415p(eng. fr.)+192p(ar.)  Beirut  

2017  9786144325452    6,480 

   An edited volume of a collection of academic studies 

that are engaged with various strands of philosophy in 

the twenty-first century within a local Lebanese context. 

It furthermore offers a broader focus on the 

contemporary state of philosophy in the Arab world and 

the Middle East by presenting and debating current 

questions and approaches of scholars and academic 

institutions into philosophical inquiries. 

1448 

Ellis, Kail (ed.) 

   Secular Nationalism and Citizenship in Muslim 

Countries: Arab Christians in the Levant  (Minorities in 

West Asia and North Africa)  xx,226p  London  2018  

9783319712031     20,228 

   This edited volume examines the importance and 

significance of the Christian population in the Middle East 

and North Africa (specifically Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, 

Palestine, and Egypt) from the rise of Islam to present 

day. 

1449 

El-Zein, Amira 

   Islam, Arabs, and the Intelligent: World of the Jinn.  

(Contemporary Issues in the Middle East)  xxiii,215p  

Syracuse   2017(09)  9780815635147   pap  5,280 

   Examining closely a wide range of sources, from the 

fields of law, theology, and folklore, El-Zein clearly places 

the status of the jinn in the metaphysical and 

cosmological economy of Islam. 

1450 

Emon, Anver M. & Rumee Ahmed 

   The Oxford Handbook of Islamic Law.  (Oxford 

Handbooks in Law)  976p  Oxford  2018  

9780199679010     24,750 

   a comprehensive survey of the contemporary study 

of Islamic law and a critical analysis of its deficiencies. 

1451 

Enayat, Hadi 

   Islam and Secularism in Post-Colonial Thought: a 

cartography of Asadian genealogies.  x,122p  London  

2017  9783319526102    4,950 

   This book is a theoretically and historically informed 

exploration of 'secularism' in Muslim contexts. It does 

this through a critical assessment of an influential 

tradition of thinking about Islam and secularism, derived 

from the work of anthropologist Talal Asad and his 

followers. 

 

1452 

Ennaji, Moha (ed.) 

   Multiculturalism and Democracy in North Africa: 

aftermath of the Arab Spring.  (Routledge Studies in 

Middle Eastern Politics, 66)  xiv,311p  Abingdon  

2016(14)  9780415790796     pap  6,928 

1453 

   Entrepreneurship in the Arab World: ten case 

studies.  172p  Cairo  2016  9789774167003 

     7,474 

   A set of studies giving valuable insights into the 

challenges of launching and sustaining businesses in the 

developing economies of the Arab world 

1454 

Eppel, Michael 

   A People Without a State: the Kurds from the rise of 

Islam to the dawn of nationalism.  ix,176p  Austin  

2016  9781477311073      pap  3,767 

   his comprehensive history traces the complex 

development of Kurdish distinctiveness from the 

beginnings of Islam through the decline of the Ottoman 

Empire and the emergence of Kurdish nationalism after 

World War I. 

1455 

Esmaeili, Hossein, Marboe Irmgard & Javaid Rehman 

   The Rule of Law, Freedom of Expression and Islamic 

Law.  256p  Oxford 2017  9781782257462  12,870 

   drawing on both international and Islamic Law, 

explores the rule of law, and freedom of expression and 

its practical application in the Muslim world. 

1456 

Esposito, John L. & emad El-din shahin (ed.) 

   Islam and Politics around the World.  224p  

Oxford  2018  9780190900397     pap  2,968 

   Provides a comprehensive analysis of the interaction 

of Islam and politics across the globe 

1457 

Esposito, John L. & Emad el-Din Shahin (ed.) 

   Key Islamic Political Thinkers.  224p  Oxford  

2018  9780190900359      pap  2,968 

   Hassan al-Banna, Mawlana Mawdudi, Sayyid qutb, Al- 

shari'ati, Ayatollah Khomeini, Hasan al-Turabi, Rashid al-

Ghannoushi, Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Muhammad Khatami, 

Abdolkarim Soroush 

1458 

Esposito, John L. & Natana J. DeLong-Bas 

   Shariah.  (What Everyone Needs to Know)  240p  

Oxford  2018  9780199325061     pap  2,176 

   Provides both historical and contemporary coverage 

on a wide range of disciplines 
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1459 

Ettijahat 

   Diffrent Perspectives on the Syrian Reality: research 

in the diverse fields of Syrian culture.  240p  N.Y.  

2018  9783838211619       pap  5,285 

   This unique collection from Syria presents research 

papers focusing on topics in cultural research that are 

relevant to the current Syrian situation, especially with 

regard to the fundamental changes in the relationship of 

Syrians to the society they live in and the dynamic 

transformations they are witnessing. 

1460 

Fahmy, Khaled 

   In Quest of Justice: Islamic law and forensic 

medicine in modern Egypt.  392p  Berkeley  2018  

9780520279032     6,032 

   Drawing on groundbreaking research in the Egyptian 

archives, this highly original book shows how the state 

affected those subject to it and their response. 

Illustrating how shari'a  was actually implemented, how 

criminal justice functioned, and how scientific-medical 

knowledges and practices were introduced, Khaled 

Fahmy offers exciting new interpretations that are 

neither colonial nor nationalist. Moreover he shows how 

lower-class Egyptians did not see modern practices that 

fused medical and legal purposes in new ways as 

contrary to Islam. 

1461 

Faruqi, Daanish & Dalia F. Fahmy 

   Egypt and the Contraditions of Liberalism: illiberal 

intelligentsia and the future of Egyptian democracy.  

400p  London  2017  9781780748825   pap  4,950 

   A nuanced investigation into the state of liberalism in 

Egypt 

1462 

Fawcett, Louise (ed.) 

   International Relations of the Middle East.  5th 

edition  464p  Oxford  2019(04)  9780198809425 

        pap.  5,740 

   The most authoritative, comprehensive, and 

balanced overview of international relations in the 

Middle East, this respected textbook helps students get 

to grips with this fascinating and challenging subject area. 

1463 

Feldman, Ilana 

   Live Lived in Reflief: humanitarian predicaments and 

Palestinian refugee politics.  336p  Berkeley  2018  

9780520299634        pap  4,522 

   Palestinian refugees-experience of protracted 

displacement is among the lengthiest in history. In her 

breathtaking new book, I. Feldman explores this 

community's engagement with humanitarian assistance 

over a seventy-year period and their persistent efforts to 

alter their present and future conditions. 

1464 

Ferabolli, Silvia 

   Arab Regionalism: a post-structural perspective.  

(Routledge Studies in Middle Eastern Politics)  xviii,201p  

London  2016(14)  9781138282476      pap  6,928 

   On an empirical level, this book concentrates on the 

drawing of topographic and ideational boundaries in the 

Arab region, on Arab regional organizations, on the 

functional cooperation among Arab states and 

institutions, and on the socio-cultural infra-structure that 

supports the Arab region making process, with a strong 

focus on post-1990 dynamics 

1465 

Feuer, Sarah J. 

   Regulating Islam: religion and the state in 

contemporary Morocco and Tunisia.  238p  

Cambridge  2017  9781108420204   15,098 

   Many countries in the Arab world have incorporated 

Islam into their state- and nation-building projects, 

naming it the 'religion of the state'. The book offers an 

empirically rich account of how and why two 

contemporary Arab states, Morocco and Tunisia, have 

sought to regulate religious institutions and discourse. 

1466 

Fichter, James R. (ed.) 

   British and French Colonialism in Africa, Asia and the 

Middle East: connected empires across the 18th to the 

20th centuries.  (Cambridge Imperial and Post-Colonial 

Studies Series)  vi,346p  London  2019  

9783319979632     18,198 

   This book examines the connections between the 

British Empire and French colonialism in war, peace and 

the various stages of competitive cooperation between, 

in which the two empires were often freres ennemis. 

1467 

Fishman, Brian H. 

   The Master Plan: ISIS, al-Qaeda, and the Jihadi 

strategy for final victory.  376p ills.  New Haven 2016  

9780300221497     4,530 

   An incisive narrative history of the Islamic State, from 

the 2005 master plan to reestablish the Caliphate to its 

quest for Final Victory in 2020 

1468 

Fleet, Kate & Ebru Boyar (ed.) 

   Middle Eastern and North African Societies in the 

Interwar Period.  (Social, Economic and Political Studies 

of the Middle East and Asia, 120)  300p  Leiden  2018  

9789004367142     18,375 
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1469 

Foliard, Daniel 

   Dislocating the Orient: British maps and the making 

of the Middle East, 1854-1921.  336p maps ills.  

Chicago  2017  9780226451336   9,060 

   Foliard's book is a highly significant contribution to 

the growing literature on cartography and empire. Not 

the least of the projects of European imperialism was the 

mapping of the globe. Far from being an objective 

exercise, this mapping was bound by ideological and 

cultural, military, and ethnic considerations. 

1470 

Fontana, Lole 

   EU Neighbourhood Policy in the Maghreb: 

implementing the ENP in Tunisia and Morocco before 

and after the Arab uprisings.  (Routledge Studies in 

Mediterranean Politics, 6)  xv,198p  London  2017  

9781138237179     17,820 

1471 

Forster, Nick 

   A Quiet Revolution? The rise of women managers, 

business owners and leaders in the Arabian Gulf States.   

Cambridge  2017  9781316534601   6,787 

   This book documents the emerging economic and 

political power of women, and how they are beginning to 

challenge ancient and deeply-held beliefs about the 

'correct' roles of men and women in conservative Islamic 

societies, and in public and private sector organisations. 

1472 

Frampton, Martyn 

   The Muslim Brotherhood and the West: a history of 

enmity and engagement.  672p  Cambridge, Ma.  

2018  9780674970700    5,285 

   The first comprehensive history of the relationship 

between the world's largest Islamist movement and the 

Western powers that have dominated the Middle East 

for the past century: Britain and the United States. 

1473 

Franke, Lisa Maria 

   At the Doors of Paradise: discourses of female self-

sacrifice, martyrdom and resistance in Palestine.  (Ex 

Oriente Lux, 15)  302p photos.   Würzburg  2015  

9783956500695     7,875 

   The participation of Palestinian women in active 

combat has triggered complex - verbal, visual, written - 

discourses about the "istishadiyat" within Palestinian 

society, which are analysed in the book. This is but one 

part of the much larger and no less diverse political 

discourse on the Palestinian issue, elaborated in the 

book. 

 

 

1474 

Freas, Erik 

   Muslim-Christian Relations in Late-Ottoman 

Palestine: where nationalism and religion intersect.  

vii,314p  N.Y.  2016  9781137570413  4,375 

   Numerous factors underlie the dynamic shaping of 

present-day Muslim-Christian Arab relations as well as 

the formulation of Arab national identity. 

1475 

Freer, Courtney 

   Rentier Islamism: the influence of the Muslim 

brotherhood in Gulf manarchies.  296p  Oxford   

2018  9780190861995    10,494 

   First book-length empirical study of Muslim 

Brotherhood affiliates in Kuwait, Qatar, and the UAE in 

English 

1476 

Freilich, Charles D. 

   Israeli National Security: a new strategy for an era of 

change.  496p  Oxford   2018  9780190602932 

     5,740 

   Combines an exhaustive analysis of the military, 

diplomatic, demographic and societal challenges Israel 

faces today, with the responses it has developed, to 

present a detailed proposal for an overall new national 

security strategy 

1477 

Freitag, Ulrike & Nora Lafi (ed.) 

   Urban Governance under the Ottomans: between 

cosmopolitanis and conlict.  (SOAS/Routledge Studies 

on the Middle East)  xii,238p  London  2017(14)  

9781138299382      pap  7,324 

   Urban Governance Under the Ottomans focuses on 

one of the most pressing topics in this field, namely the 

question why cities formerly known for their multiethnic 

and multi- religious composition became increasingly 

marked by conflict in the 19th century, from Istanbul to 

Aleppo, and from the Balkans to Jerusalem. 

1478 

Frembgen, Jürgen Wasim 

   A Thousand Cups of Tea: among tea lovers in 

Pakistan and elsewhere in the Muslim world.  108p  

Oxford/Karachi  2018  9780199406678  4,552 

   This book explains the production, preparation, and 

consumption of tea from North Africa to South Asia 

1479 

Friedman, Brandon & Bruce Maddy-Weitzman (ed.) 

   Inglorious Revolutions: state cohesion in the Middle 

East after the Arab Spring.  (The Moshe Dayan Ctr. for 

Middle Eastern and African Studies)  394p  Tel Aviv  

2016  9789652241016    6,040 

   examines the state of the Middle East in the 
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aftermath of the uprisings and seeks to explain how the 

region has slipped sideways since 2010 and what it might 

mean for the existing framework of states. 

1480 

Friedman, Yaron 

   The Nusayrî-'Alawîs: an introduction to the religion, 

history and identity of the leading minority in Syria.  

(Islamic History and Civilization, 77)  xix,325p  Leiden  

2010  9789004178922    19,075 

   Friedman offers new and updated research on the 

Nusayrî-'Alawî sect, today a leading group in Syria, 

covering a variety of aspects and focusing on the Middle 

Ages. A century after Dussaud's Histoire et religion des 

Nosairis (1900), he reviews the history and religion of the 

sect in the light of old documents used by orientalists in 

the nineteenth century, documents that became 

available in the twentieth century, and later sources of 

the Nusayrî-'Alawî sect published most recently in 

Lebanon. 

1481 

Frishkopf, Michael & Federico Spinetti (ed.) 

   Music, Sound, and Architecture in Islam.  446p 

photos.  Austin  2017  9781477312469    

      pap  4,522 

   Bringing together the perspectives of 

ethnomusicology, Islamic studies, art history, and 

architecture, this edited collection investigates how 

sound production in built environments is central to 

Muslim religious and cultural expression. 

1482 

Fromherz, Allen James ed.) 

   The Gulf in World History: Arabia at the global 

crossroads.  392p photos.  Edinburgh  2018  

9781474430654     14,850 

   As a site of both conflict and peaceful encounter, it 

can be studied in the context of world history, as a place 

of cultural and historical encounter. From medieval 

astrology to museum architecture, from the trade of 

glass and pearls to the role of Indians, Africans, Christian 

monks, Mandaeans and merchants, this book spans 

historical periods and disciplinary approaches. 

1483 

Gambetta, Diego & Steffen Hertog 

   Engineers of Jihad: the curious connection between 

violent extremism and education.  208p  Princeton  

2017(16)  9780691178509     pap  3,314 

   New in pap. 

uncover two unexpected facts, which they imaginatively 

leverage to narrow that gap: they find that a 

disproportionate share of Islamist radicals come from an 

engineering background, and that Islamist and right-wing 

extremism have more in common than either does with 

left-wing extremism, in which engineers are absent while 

social scientists and humanities students are prominent. 

1484 

Gerges, Fawaz A. 

   Making the Arab World: Nasser, Qutb, and the clash 

that shaped the Middle East.  528p  Princeton  2018  

9780691167886     4,522 

   How the conflict between political Islamists and 

secular-leaning nationalists has shaped the history of the 

modern Middle East 

1485 

Gharbieh, Hussein 

   Lebanese Confessionalism and the Creation of the 

Shi'i Identity.  xii,206p  Beirut  2010   

9789953557175     2,400 

1486 

Ghazzal, Z. 

   L'Economie Politique de Damas durant le XIXe 

siecle: structures traditionnelles et capitalisme.  

(Publications de L'Institut Francais de Damas, 141)  

204p maps  Damascus  1993  2901315038  4,440 

1487 

Ginat, Rami 

   Egypt and the Struggle for Power in Sudan: from 

World War II to Nasserims.  292p  Cambridge  2017  

9781107197930     15,098 

1488 

Glucklich, Ariel 

   Everyday Mysticism: a contemporary community at 

work in the desert.  280p ills.  New Haven  2017  

9780300212099     6,795 

   A scholar's experiences inside a contemplative 

working community in Israel's Negev desert 

1489 

Gray, Matthew 

   The Economy of the Gulf States.  224p  Newcastle 

upon Tyne/ N.Y.  9781788210010    pap  3,775 

   Examining Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, 

Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates this title in the 

World Economies series provides a synthesis of the 

modern economic history and political economy of 

countries that collectively are a hugely important 

component within the Global economy. 

1490 

Gueye, Seydou Hamady 

   Civilisation Islamique & Cultures Africanes: Maures, 

Haalpulaar et Soninke.  389p  Paris  2012  

9782705338664     5,950 

   Islam -- Africa -- History 

1491 

Guirguis, Laure 

   Copts and the Security State: violence, coercion, and 
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sectarianism in contemporary Egypt.  (Stanford Studies 

in Middle Easter and Islamic Societies and Cultures)  

xi,239p Stanford 2017  9781503600782  pap  4,522 

   Guirguis considers how the state, through its 

subjugation of Coptic citizens, reproduces a political 

order based on religious identity and difference. 

1492 

Hüsken, Thomas 

   Tribal Politics in the Borderland of Egypt and Libra.  

(Palgrave Series in African Borderlands Studies)  

xviii,264p  London  2019  9783319923413  12,738 

   This book explores the tribal politics of the Awlad 'Ali 

Bedouin in the borderland of Egypt and Libya. 

1493 

Haddad, Toufic 

   Palestine Ltd.: Neoliberalism and nationalism in the 

occupied territory.  368p  London  2018(16)  

9781788312707        pap  4,950 

   New in pap. 

Haddad explores how neoliberal frameworks have 

shaped and informed the common understandings of 

international, Israeli and Palestinian interactions 

throughout the Oslo peace process. 

1494 

Hafez, ziad 

   La Pensee Religieuse en Islam Contemporain: debats 

et critiques.  390p  Paris  2012  9782705338619 

     5,950 

   Islam -- 20th century 

1495 

Hâfiz, Ziyâd, et al. 

   Fî Islâh al-Majâl al-Dînî: buhûth wa munâqashât al-

nadwah al-fikrîyah....  432p  Beirut  2017  

9789953828008     5,100 

   [Reforming the Religious Domain (conference)]   

Islamic renewal -- Arab countries -- Congresses 

1496 

Hage Ali, Mohanad 

   Nationalism, Transnationalism, and Political Islam: 

Hizbullah's institutional identity.  xiii,249p  London  

2018  9783319604251    18,198 

   examines how Hizbullah has altered its institutional 

structure and reconstructed Lebanese Shi'a history in a 

manner similar to that of nationalist movements. 

1497 

Haghighat, Elhum 

   Demography and Democracy: transitions in the 

Middle East and North Africa.  276p  Cambridge 2018  

9781108448390        pap  4,528 

   The Middle East and North Africa have recently 

experienced one of the highest population growth rates 

in the world, something which has profoundly affected 

the wider region and its institutions. 

1498 

Hallâq, Hassân 

   Al-Târîkh al-Ijtimâ'î wa al-Iqtisâdî wa al-Siyâsî fî 

Bayrût wa al-Wilâyât al-'Uthmânî fi al-qarn al-tâsi' 

'ashar, sijillât al-mahkamah al-sharîyah fî Bayrût.  453p  

Beirut  1987      5,040 

   Beirut (Lebanon) -- History -- Sources 

1499 

Hallaq, Wael B. 

   The Impossible State: Islam, politics, and 

modernity's moral predicament.    xiv,256p  N.Y.  

2014(13)  9780231162579       pap  4,530 

   Hallaq boldly argues that the "Islamic state," judged 

by any standard definition of what the modern state 

represents, is both an impossible and inherently self-

contradictory concept. 

1500 

Hamad, Mahmoud 

   Judges and Generals in the Making of Modern 

Egypt: how institutions systain and undermine 

authoritarian regimes.  268p  Cambridge  2018  

9781108425520     16,830 

   Using Egypt as a case study, Professor Mahmoud 

Hamad describes how the synergy between judges and 

generals created the environment for the present 

government and a delicate balance for its survival. 

1501 

Hamid, Shadi & William McCants (ed.) 

   Rethinking Political Islam.  400p  Oxford  2017  

9780190649203        pap  3,760 

   Shows an in-depth understanding of the ideology and 

goals of Islamist political groups. 

It will be the first book to systematically assess the 

evolution of mainstream Islamist groups across 12 

country cases-Egypt, Tunisia, Morocco, Syria, Yemen, 

Libya, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Jordan, and Pakistan, 

Malaysia, and Indonesia. 

1502 

Hammad, Hanan 

   Industrial Sexuality: gender, urbanization, and social 

transformation in Egypt.  299p  Austin  2016  

9781477310724        pap  4,220 

   With fascinating glimpses into the lives of working-

class men and women, this study of the urbanization of a 

provincial Egyptian factory town reveals how 

industrialization transformed masculine and feminine 

identities, sexualities, and public morality. 

1503 

Al-Hanâ'î, Maddâd ibn Sa'îd ibn Hamd 

   Al-Târîkh wa al-Bayân, fî ansâb qabâ'il 'Umân.   

580p  London  2010  1904923666   5,600 
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1504 

Hanieh, Adam 

   Money, Markets, and Monarchies: the Gulf 

Cooperation Council and the political economy of the 

contemporary Middle East.  (The Global Middle East)  

268p  Cambridge 2018  9781108453158 pap  6,532 

1505 

Hanley, Will 

   Identifying with Nationality: Europeans, Ottomans, 

and Egyptians in Alexandria.  (Columbia Studies in 

International and Global History)  xv,391p photos.   

N.Y.  2017  9780231177627   9,815 

   Alexandria in 1880 was an immigrant boomtown 

ruled by dozens of overlapping regimes. On its streets 

and in its police stations and courtrooms, people were 

identified by name, occupation, place of origin, sect, 

physical description, and other attributes. Yet by 1914, 

before nationalist calls for independence and 

decolonization had become widespread, nationality had 

become the defining category of identification, and 

nationality laws came to govern Alexandria's population. 

1506 

Hannoum, Abdelmajid (ed.) 

   Practicing Sufism: Sufi politics and performance in 

Africa.  (routledge Sufi Series, 20)  xiii,234p  London  

2016  9781138649187    21,780 

   Islam in Africa is deeply connected with Sufism, and 

the history of Islam is in a significant way a history of 

Sufism. Yet even within this continent, the practice and 

role of Sufism varies across the regions. 

1507 

Hansen, Stig Harle 

   Al-Shabaab in Somalia: the history and ideology of a 

militant Islamic group.  xvi,213p  London  2016  

9780190264826       pap.  3,314 

   Hansen focuses on the complex ideological detours 

and military tactics of the Shabaab from its inception.... a 

succinct and definitive history. 

1508 

Hanssen, Jens & Max Weiss (ed.) 

   Arabic Thought against the Authoritarian Age: 

towards an intellectual history of the present.  454p  

Cambridge  2018  9781107193383   20,385 

   While the political, social, economic, and cultural 

dimensions of the uprisings have been well explored, this 

book is unique inasmuch as it probes the overlooked role 

played by intellectuals in interpreting the Arab condition 

and articulating the complaints and demands of activists. 

1509 

Harris, William 

   Quicksilver War: Syria, Iraq and the spiral of conflict.  

240p  London  2018  9781849048682  3,960 

   A renowned historian of the Levant offers a 

panoramic account of the intertwined, borderless wars 

wracking Syria and Iraq. 

1510 

Hartshorn, Ian M. 

   Labor Politics in North Africa: after the uprisings in 

Egypt and Tunisia.  268p  Cambridge  20178  

9781108426022     14,850 

1511 

Hashim, Ahmed S. 

   The Caliphate at War: the ideological, organisational 

and military innovations of Islamic state.  392p  

London  2018  9781849046435   4,950 

   An unsparing account of how Islamic State has 

functioned as a fighting, social media and administrative 

entity. 

1512 

Hauser, J., C.B. Lindner & E. Möller (ed.) 

   Entangled Education: foreign and local schools in 

Ottoman Syria and Mandate Lebanon (19-20th 

centuries).  (Beiruter Texte und Studies, 137)  Beirut  

2016  9783956501012    11,240 

   Late Ottoman Bilad al-Sham and Mandate Lebanon 

were characterized by an exceptionally dense 

concentration of diverse educational institutions. 

Research on education in this region during the late 19th 

and early 20th centuries has hitherto focused on 

individual institutions or movements. This volume 

challenges the established narrative and emphasizes the 

entanglements of individuals, concepts, and practices 

1513 

Hawramy, Fazel 

   Peshmerga: on the frontline in the Middle East.  

256p  London  2018  9781784538811   pap  2,374 

   the story of the Kurdish fighters known as peshmerga 

-- literally "those who confront death" 

1514 

Hazen, Julianne 

   Sufism in America: the Alami Tariqa of Waterport, 

New York.  xiii,247p  Lanham  2017   

9781498533867     13,590 

1515 

Heck, Paul  E. (ed.) 

   Sufism and Politics: the power of spirituality.  197p  

Princeton  2007  9781558764231      pap.  3,767 

   The articles comprising this volume aim to 

consolidate thinking about the political dimension of 

Sufism across culture and history and to offer new 

horizons for scholarly reflection on the socio-political role 

played by Sufism in both pre-modern and modern 

Muslim society. 
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1516 

Heern, Zackery M. 

   The Emergence of Modern Shi'ism: Islamic reform in 

Iraq and Iran.  xv,220p  London  2015  

9781780744964     4,530 

   Heern provides the most thorough intellectual, social, 

and organizational analysis of the rise of the rationalist 

Usuli school in Shi'ism.... 

1517 

Hegghammer, Thomas 

   Jihadi Culture: the art and social practices of militant 

Islamists.  xiii,273p  Cambridge  2017  

9781107614567      pap  4,552 

   Using a wealth of primary sources, the contributing 

authors examine what goes on inside these organizations 

and what daily life is like for the foot-soldiers. 

1518 

Heinze, Marie-Christine (ed.) 

   Yemen and the Search for Stability: power, politics 

and society after the Arab Spring  (Library of Modern 

Middle East Studies)  336p  London  2018  

9781784534653     14,850 

   This book traces the impact of the 2011 upheavals on 

these groups' ideas for a `new Yemen' and on their 

strategies for self-empowerment. In so doing, Yemen and 

the Search for Stability examines the mistakes 

committed in the country's post-2011 transition process 

but also points towards prospects for stability and 

positive change. 

1519 

Helvacı, Zeynep, Jacob Olley & Ralf Martin Jäger (ed.) 

   Rhythmic Cycles and Structures in the Art Music of 

the Middle East.  (Istanbul Texte und Studien, 36)  

314p  Istanbul/Berlin  2017  9783956501722 

     13,125 

1520 

Henne, Peter 

   Islamic Politics, Muslim States, and 

Counterterrorism Tensions.   Cambridge  2017  

9781316534328     4,377 

   This book explains how differing religion-state 

relationships, regimes' political calculations, and Islamic 

politics combined to produce patterns of tensions and 

cooperation between the United States and Muslim 

states over counterterrorism, using rigorous quantitative 

analysis and case studies of Pakistan, the United Arab 

Emirates, and Turkey. 

1521 

Heo, Angie 

   The Political Lives of Saints: Christian-Muslim 

mediation in Egypt.  320p  Berkeley  2018  

9780520297982      pap  5,277 

   Since the Arab Spring in 2011 and ISIS's rise in 2014, 

Egypt's Copts have attracted attention worldwide as the 

collateral damage of revolution and as victims of 

sectarian strife. Countering the din of persecution 

rhetoric and Islamophobia, The Political Lives of Saints 

journeys into the quieter corners of divine intercession to 

consider what martyrs, miracles, and mysteries have to 

do with the routine challenges faced by Christians and 

Muslims living together under the modern nation-state. 

1522 

Herrera, Linda & Carlos Alberto Torres (ed.) 

   Cultures of Arab Schooling: critical ethnographies 

from Egypt.    x,299p  Albany  2006  

9780791469026       pap.  4,824 

   Offers a rare glimpse into schools in contemporary 

Egypt. 

1523 

Hill, J.N.C. 

   Democratisation in the Maghreb.  208p  

Edinburgh  2018(16)  9781474432153   pap  3,958 

   Compares the political development of four Maghreb 

countries: Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia and Mauritania 

1524 

Hoffman, Valerie J. (ed.) 

   Making the New Middle East: politics, culture, and 

human rights.  (Contemporary Issues in the Middle 

East)  480p  Syracuse 2018  9780815636120 

        pap  6,795 

1525 

Hoffmann, Sophia 

   Iraqi Migrants in Syria: the crisis before the storm.  

(Contemporary Issues in the Middle East)  264p  

Syracuse  2016  9780815634713    pap  4,522 

1526 

Horsfjord, Vebjorn 

   Common Words in Muslim-Christian Dialogue: a 

study of texts from the common word dialogue process.  

(Currents of Encounter, 57)  260p  Leiden  2017  

9789004355200      pap  10,325 

   Horsfjord offers an analysis of texts from an 

international dialogue process between Christian and 

Muslim leaders. 

1527 

Howe, Justine 

   Suburban Islam.  288p  Oxford  2018  

9780190258870     10,494 

   Howe explores the rise of "third spaces," social 

surroundings that are neither home nor work, created by 

educated, middle-class American Muslims in the wake of 

increased marginalization. 
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1528 

Hulsman, Cornelis 

   The Sharia as the Main source of Legislation? the 

Egyptian debate on article II of the Egyptian 

constitution.  (Anwendungsorientierte 

Religionswissenschaft, 3)  260p  Marburg  2013  

9783828830677     4,357 

1529 

Hulsman, Cornelis (ed.) 

   From Ruling to Opposition: Islamist movements and 

non-Islamist groups in Egypt 2011-2013.  

(Anwendungsorientierte Religionswissenschaft, 9)  

262p  Marburg  2017  9783828838376  5,241 

1530 

Ikram, Khalid 

   The Political Economy of Reforms in Egypt: issues 

and policymaking since 1952.   424p  Cairo  2018  

9789774167942     7,542 

   An indispensable study of the Egyptian economy 

from 1952 to the present day 

1531 

Inge, anabel 

   The Making of a Salafi Muslim Woman: paths to 

conversion.  304p ills.  Oxford  2018(16)  

9780190889203      pap  3,760 

   The first in-depth study of Salafi women in Britain, 

based on ethnographic fieldwork and interviews 

spanning more than two years in London 

1532 

'Îsâ, Jihâd 

   Muqârabah Târîkhîyah Ijtimâ'îyah li-Ra'âyâ 

Abrashîyat Tarâbulus al-Mârûnîyah, 1820-1970.  402p 

facs. photos.  Beirut  2013    3,030 

   Catholic Church -- Archdiocese of Tripoli (Lebanon) -- 

Maronites -- History 

1533 

Ismail, Raihan 

   Saudi Clerics and Shi'a Islam  xiii,309p  Oxford  

2016  9780190233310    9,602 

   Looks at primary sources and deconstructs various 

publications, fatwas, sermons, and lectures by the Saudi 

'ulama'. 

1534 

Ismail, Salwa 

   The Rule of Violence: subjectivity, memory and 

government in Syria.  (Cambridge Middle East Studies)  

240p  Cambridge 2018  9781107698604 pap  4,226 

   Over much of its rule, the regime of Hafez al-Asad 

and his successor Bashar al-Asad deployed violence on a 

massive scale to maintain its grip on political power. In 

this book, Ismail examines the rationalities and 

mechanisms of governing through violence. 

1535 

Ivanov, Nikolay 

   Osmanlı'nin Arap Ülkelerini Fethi 1516-1574.  çev. 

İ. Kemaloğlu & R. Abdieva  (T.T.K. IV/A-2.2.1 Dizi-Sa. 20)  

xiv,321p  Ankara  2013  9789751627087  1,450 

   Arab countries -- History -- 1516-1974  [The Osman 

conquest of Arabic countries 1516-1574] 

1536 

Jaber, Hana & Française Metral (dir.) 

   Mondes en Mouvements: migrants et migrations au 

Moyen-Orient au tournant du XXIe siecle.  (IFPO C-19)  

407p  Beirut  2005  22351590104   2,700 

1537 

Jackson, Ashley 

   Persian Gulf Command: a history of Second World 

War in Iran and Iraq  432p ills.  New Haven  2018  

9780300221961     4,530 

   A new history of the long-overlooked WWII theater in 

Iran and Iraq, its unrecognized significance, and its 

impact on local society and politics 

1538 

Jackson, Leonie B. 

   Islamophobia in Britain: the making of Muslim 

enemy.  ix,197p  London  2018  9783319583495 

     14,558 

   This book is concerned with the ideology of 

Islamophobia as a cultural racism, and argues that in 

order to understand its prevalence we must focus not 

only on what Islamophobia is, but also why diversely 

situated individuals and groups choose to employ its 

narratives and tropes 

1539 

Jad, Islah 

   Palestinian Women's Activism: nationalism, 

secularism, Islamism.  (Gender, Culture, and Politics in 

the Middle East)  256p  Syracuse  2018  

9780815636144      pap  4,522 

   Examines Palestinian women's activism from the Oslo 

Agreement through the Second Intifada 

1540 

Jain, Prakash C. & Ginu Z. Oommen (ed.) 

   South Asian Migration to Gulf countries: history, 

policies, development.  xx,307p  New Delhi  2016  

9781138191419     3,980 

1541 

Jevon, Graham 

   Glubb Pasha and the Arab Legion: Britain, Jordan 

and the end of empuire in the Middle East.  332p  

Cambridge  2017  9781107177833   15,098 

1542 

Joffe, George 

   A Century of Arab Revolution: the legacy of empires.  
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256p  London  2018  9781780766195  4,950 

1543 

Jones, Calvert W. 

   Bedouins into Bourgeois: remaking citizens for 

globalization.   Cambridge  2017  9781316800010 

     14,850 

   The book investigates an ambitious state-led social 

engineering campaign in the United Arab Emirates (UAE), 

where leaders aimed to encourage more 

entrepreneurial, market-friendly, patriotic, and civic-

minded citizens, who were still loyal to the regime. 

1544 

Jose Reis, Joao, Flavio dos Santos Gomes, & Marcus J.m. 

Carvalho 

   The Story of Rufino: slavery, freedom, and Islam in 

the black Atlantik.  352p 60 ills.  Oxford  2018  

9780190224363     4,552 

   written by three experts in the history of slavery in 

Brazil and reconstructs the lively biography of Rufino Jose 

Maria, set against the historical context of Brazil and 

Africa in the nineteenth century. 

1545 

Joseph, Suad (ed.) 

   Arab Family Studies: critical reviews.  (Gender, 

Culture, and Politics in the Middle East)  624p  

Syracuse  2017  9780815635581   10,562 

   Family remains the most powerful social idiom and 

one of the most powerful social structures throughout 

the Arab world. 

1546 

Jung, Dietrich 

   Muslim history and Social Theory: a global sociology 

of modernity.  (The Modern Muslim World)  viii,133p  

London  2017  9783319526072   10,008 

   This book combines contemporary discussions on 

modernity with the history of the Muslim world. From a 

heuristic perspective, it is sketching out a framework for 

a global sociology of modernity. 

1547 

Kamel, Lorenzo 

   Imperial Perceptions of Palestione: British influence 

and power in late Ottoman times.  312p  London  

2018  978178831^3537      pap  4,950 

   Kamel offers a comprehensive outlook that spans a 

variety of cultural and social boundaries, including local 

identities, land tenure, toponymy, religious charges, 

institutions and borders. By observing the process 

through which a region of different races, cultures and 

societies has historically been simplified, the author 

explores how perceptions of Palestine have been 

affected today. 

 

1548 

Kaminski, Joseph J. 

   The Contemporary Islamic Governed State: a 

reconceptualization.  (Palgrave Series in Islamic 

Theology, Law, and History)  London  2017  

9783319570112     18,198 

   Offers a critical normative exploration of the 

elements that are essential when conceptualizing a 

modern Islamic governed state 

1549 

Kassim, Abdulbasit & Michael Nwankpa (ed.) 

   The Boko Hram Reader: from Nigerian preachers to 

the Islamic State.  384p  London  2018  

9781849048842       pap  4,950 

   An indispensable treasure trove of documentary 

evidence accounting for the rise of Boko Haram and the 

internal splits that emerged along the way. 

1550 

Katz, Sheila H. 

   Connecting with the Enemy: a century of 

Palestinian-Israeli joint nonviolence.  307p  Austin  

2016  9781477310625      pap  4,220 

   Surveying the initiatives of more than five hundred 

groups across the past century, this timely book reveals 

how thousands of ordinary Israelis and Palestinians have 

worked together to end violence and forge connections 

between their peoples. 

1551 

Kawtharânî, Wajîh 

   Al-Ittijâhât al-Ijtimâ'îyah wa al-Siyâsîyah fî Jabal 

Lubnân wa al-Mashriq al-'Arabî, min al-mutasarrifîyah 

al-'uthmânîyah ilâ dawlat lubnân al-kabîr.  424p  

Beirut  1986      3,030 

   Lebanon -- Syria -- History -- 1516-1918 

1552 

Kawtharânî, Wajîh et al. (ed.) 

   Al-Târîkh al-'Arabî wa Târîkh al-'Arab Kayfa Kutub 

wa Kayfa Yuktub? al-ijâbât al-mumkinah.  1056p  

Beirut  2017  9786144451380   9,080 

   [Arab Historiography and Arab History: past and 

present forms of writing] 

1553 

Kazim, Syed 

   Islam & Rationalism.  112p  New Delhi  2016  

     320 

1554 

Kemper, Michael & Ralf Elger (ed.) 

   The Piety of Learning: Islamic studies in honor of 

Stefan Reichmuth.  (Islamic History and Civilization, 

147)  435p  Leiden  2017  9789004349827  

     24,325 

   Senior scholars discuss Islamic teaching philosophies 
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since the 18th century in Nigeria, Egypt, the Ottoman 

Empire, Central Asia, Russia, and Germany. Particular 

attention is paid to the power of Islamic poetry and to 

networks and practices of the Tijâniyya, Rifâ'iyya, 

Khalwatiyya, Naqshbandiyya, and Shâdhiliyya Sufi 

brotherhoods. 

1555 

Kendall, Elisabeth & Ahmad Khan (ed.) 

   Reclaiming Islamic Tradition: modern 

interpretations of the classical heritage.  280p ills.  

Edinburgh  2018(16)  9781474432160   pap  4,948 

   Explores how the classical Islamic tradition has been 

retrieved, reformed and reshaped in the modern Islamic 

world 

1556 

Keskin, Tugrul (ed.) 

   Middle East Studies after September 11: Neo-

Orientalism, American hegemony and academia.  

(Studies in Critical Social Sciences, 120)  310p  Leiden  

2018  9789004281530    20,825 

   It describes the complex relationship between 

American academia and state government: a relationship 

which has influenced and restructured the state, society 

and politics in the Middle East as well as in the United 

States. 

1557 

Ketchley, Neil 

   Egypt in a Time of Revolution: contentious politics 

and the Arab Spring.  201p  Cambridge  2017  

9781316636220      pap  4,528 

   Drawing on a catalogue of more than 8,000 protest 

events, as well as interviews, video footage and still 

photographs, Ketchley provides the first systematic 

account of how Egyptians banded together to overthrow 

Husni Mubarak, and how old regime forces engineered a 

return to authoritarian rule. 

1558 

Kettle, Louise 

   Learning from the History of British Interventions in 

the Middle East.  292p  Edinburgh  2018  

9781474437950     15,840 

   Interrogates whether the British government has 

learned anything from its interventions in the Middle 

East, from the 1950s to 2016 

1559 

Khalil, Osamah F. 

   America's Dream Palace: Middle East expertise and 

the rise of the national security state.  440p  

Cambridge, Ma.  2016  9780674971578  5,285 

   America's growing stature as a global power created 

a need for expert knowledge about different regions. 

When it came to the Middle East, the U.S. government 

was initially content to rely on Christian missionaries and 

Orientalist scholars. After World War II, however, as 

Washington's national security establishment required 

professional expertise in Middle Eastern affairs, it began 

to cultivate a mutually beneficial relationship with 

academic institutions. 

1560 

Khamis, Sahar & Amel Mili (ed.) 

   Arab Women's Activism and Socio-Political 

Transformation: unfinished gendered revolutions.  

xxvii,258p  London  2018  9783319607344  18,198 

   Makes a significant contribution to the literature on 

gender studies in the aftermath of the Arab Spring 

1561 

Kinitz, Daniel 

   Die Andere Seite des Islam: säkularismus-diskus und 

muslimische intellektuelle im modernen :Agypten.  

(Religikon and its Others, 7)  x,351s  Berlin  2016  

9783110601398     4,366 

   [Secularism discourse and Muslim intellectuals in 

modern Egypt] 

1562 

Kitroeff, Alexander 

   The Greeks and the Making of Modern Egypt  256p  

Cairo  2018  9789774168581   7,542 

   The story of the Greeks in Egypt from Muhammad Ali 

to Nasser 

1563 

Kitroeff, Alexander 

   The Greeks and the Making of Modern Egypt.  

256p  Cairo  2018  9789774168581  7,542 

   From the early nineteenth century through to the 

1960s, the Greeks formed the largest, most economically 

powerful, and geographically and socially diverse of all 

European communities in Egypt. 

1564 

Kosma, Liat, Cyrus Schayech & Avner Wishnitzer (ed.) 

   A Global Middle East: mobility, materiality and 

culture in the modern age, 1880-1940.  (Library of 

Middle East Studies)  377p  London  2016  

9781780769424     17,820 

1565 

Kozma, Liat 

   Global Women, Colonial Ports: prostitution in the 

interwar Middle East.  250p  Albany  2017  

9781438462608       pap  4,522 

   Combines analysis of transnational prostitution and 

traffic in women with a social history of the League of 

Nations and interwar globalization. 

1566 

Kraetzchmar, Hendrik & Paola Rivetti (ed.) 

   Islamist and the Politics of the Arab Uprisings: 
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governance, pluralisation and contention.  408p  

Edinburgh  2018  9781474419260     pap  4,948 

   Scrutinises the political strategies and ideological 

evolution of Islamist actors and forces following the Arab 

uprisings 

1567 

Kraidy, Marwan M. 

   The Naked Blogger of Cairo: creative insurgency in 

the Arab world.  304p  Cambridge, Ma.  2017  

9780674980051       pap  3,012 

   Investigating what drives people to risk everything to 

express themselves in rebellious art, The book uncovers 

the creative insurgency at the heart of the Arab uprisings. 

1568 

Krane, Jim 

   Energy Kingdoms: oil and political survival in the 

Persian Gulf.  224p  N.Y.  2019  9780231179300 

     4,832 

1569 

Kraus, Vered & Yuval P. Yonay 

   Facing Barries: Palestinian women in a Jewish-

dominated labor market.  298p  Cambridge  2018  

9781316510476     15,098 

1570 

Kumaraswamy, P.R., Md. Muddassir Quamar & Manjari 

Singh 

   Persian Gulf 2018: India's relations with the region.  

(Persian Gulf)  London  2018  9789811319778 

     15,468 

   Offers a systematic analysis of India's relations with 

nine Persian Gulf countries since 2012 

1571 

Kurz, S., C. Preckel, S. reichmuth (ed.) 

   Muslim Bodies: body, sexuality and medicine in 

Muslim Societies.  (Religionswissenschaft: Forschung 

und Wissenschaft, bd. 14)  473p  Münster  2016  

9783643128102     10,482 

   The present volume, product of a conference panel 

at the German Orientalists' Conference in Marburg 2010, 

aims at throwing light on the experiences, discourses and 

body techniques prevailing in Muslim bodily culture. It 

combines historical with contemporary case studies and 

explores the individual and collective patterns of 

knowledge construction related to body and sexuality, in 

a social field where different and sometimes conflicting 

knowledge systems (eğ. Islam, Graeco-Islamic Medicine) 

can be found at work. 

1572 

Kurzman, Charles 

   The Missing Martyrs: Why are there so few Muslim 

terrorists?  2nd edition  264p  Oxford  2019  

9780190907976     3,958 

   draws on government sources and revolutionary 

publications, public opinion surveys and election results, 

historical documents and in-depth interviews with 

Muslims in the Middle East and around the world to 

examine barriers to terrorist recruitment, including 

liberal Islam, revolutionary rivalries, and an inelastic 

demand for U.S. foreign policy. 

1573 

Lahbabi, Mohamed Aziz 

   Freiheit oder Befreiung? ein kritischer Versuch über 

die Freiheit bei Henri Bergson. Übersetzt, ergänzt und 

kommentiert von Markus Kneer  (Islamkundliche 

Untersuchungen, bd. 334)  204s  Berlin  2018  

9783879974658     8,715 

   Im Jahr 1956, zeitgleich mit der Unabhängigkeit 

Marokkos, erscheint das Buch "Liberte ou liberation? - 

Freiheit oder Befreiung?" des jungen Philosophen 

Mohamed Aziz Lahbabi (1923-1993), der als erster 

Marokkaner den Doctorat es-Lettres der Sorbonne 

erlangt. 

1574 

Larsen, Lena 

   How Muftis Think: Islamic legal thought and Muslim 

women in Western Europe.  (Studies in Islamic Law and 

Society, 44)  301p  Leiden  2018  9789004367791 

     17,325 

   Larsen explores fatwas that respond to questions 

asked by Muslim women in Western Europe in recent 

decades. 

1575 

Layish, Aharon 

   Sharî'a and the islamic State in 19th-Century Sudan: 

the mahdî's legal methodology and doctrine.  (Islam in 

Africa, 19)  xxi,348p  Leiden  2016  9789004311381 

     20,125 

   The Sudanese Mahdî headed a millenarian, revivalist, 

reformist movement in Islam, strongly inspired by Salafî 

and Sûfî ideas, in late 19th century in an attempt to 

restore the Caliphate of the Prophet and "Righteous 

Caliphs" in Medina. 

1576 

Ledstrup, Marin 

   Nationalism and Natiohood in the United Arab 

Emirates.  (The Modern Muslim World)  x,118p  

London  2019  9783319916521   10,008 

   This book shows how an encounter with everyday 

nationhood in the northern United Arab Emirates can 

make us revisit the classics of sociology as continuous 

analytical world-views. 

1577 

Lewis, Philip & Sadek Hamid 

   British Muslims: new directions in Islamic thought, 
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creativity and activism.  264p  Edinburgh  2018  

9781474432764       pap  2,968 

   Explores how a new generation are redefining what it 

means to be a Muslim in Britain today 

1578 

Likhovski, Assaf 

   Tax Law and Social Norms in Mandatory Palestine 

and Israel.  (Studies in Legal History)  Cambridge   

2017  9781316816851    17,820 

   This book describes how a social-norms model of 

taxation rose and fell in British-ruled Palestine and the 

State of Israel in the mid-twentieth century. 

1579 

Loimeier, Roman 

   Islamic Reform in Twentieth-Century Africa.  480p  

Edinburgh  2018(16)  9781474432191   pap  5,938 

   The first comprehensive analysis of Muslim 

movements of reform in 20th-century sub-Saharan Africa 

1580 

Longuenesse, Elisabeth & Cyril Roussel (dir.) 

   Developper en Syrie: retour sur unde experience 

historique.  (Les Cahiers de l'IFPO, 08, Etudes 

contemporaines)  237p  Beirut  2014  

9782351593994     2,660 

   Syria -- Political and Economic development 

1581 

Louis, Wm. Roger & Robert W. Stookey 

   The End of the Palestine Mandate.  224p  London  

2019  9781848858503       pap  2,968 

1582 

Ma, Debin & J.L. van Zanden (ed.) 

   Law and Long-Term Economic Change: a Eurasian 

perspective.  xiv,358p  Stanford  2011  

9780804772730     9,815 

   Covering the regions of Western Europe, East and 

South Asia, and the Middle East, the chapters explore 

major themes regarding the nature and evolution of 

different legal regimes; their relationship with the state 

or organized religion; the definition and interpretation of 

ownership and property rights; the functioning of courts, 

and other mechanisms for dispute resolution and 

contract enforcement; and the complex dynamics of 

legal transplantations through processes such as 

colonization. 

1583 

Mabry, Tristan James 

   Nationalism, Language, and Muslim Exceptionalism.  

264p  Philadelphia  2015  9780812246919  10,562 

   Drawing on fieldwork in Iraq, Pakistan, India, 

Indonesia, and the Philippines, the book examines and 

compares the ethnopolitical identity of six Muslim 

separatist movements. 

1584 

Macintyre, Donald 

   Gaza: preparing for dawn.  368p  London  2017  

9781786071064     3,960 

   A highly respected voice reveals the truth behind the 

myths in the Middle East's crucible of conflict. 

1585 

Maghraoui, Driss (ed.) 

   Revisiting the Colonial Past in Morocco.  (History 

and Society in the Islamic World)  xii,286p  London  

2013  9780415638470    21,780 

   This book both presents new material and 

reinterprets existing material as well as providing source 

material for courses on North African history and for a 

new approach to the colonial history of the Arab and 

North African region. 

1586 

Al-Mahmood, Madhat (Chief Justice) 

   The Judiciary in Iran: the path to an independent 

judiciary and modern court system.  xxiv,197p  

Bloomington  2014  9781491731024    pap  2,861 

   Madhatal-Mahmood, chief justice of Iraq, examines 

the many elements contributing to the creation of the 

first independent judicial branch in the Middle East in 

2003, tracing the roots of the Iraqi judicial system from 

Islamic and Ottoman origins through to the fortuitous 

opportunity created by the US state-building machinery 

that so often misfired. 

1587 

Mahmood, Saba 

   Religious difference in a Secular Age: a minority 

report.  248p  Princeton  2015  9780691153285 

       pap  3,767 

   The plight of religious minorities in the Middle East is 

often attributed to the failure of secularism to take root 

in the region. The book challenges this assessment by 

examining four cornerstones of secularism-political and 

civil equality, minority rights, religious freedom, and the 

legal separation of private and public domains. 

 

1588 

Malti-Douglas, Fedwa 

   Men, Women, and God(s): Nawal El Saadawi and 

Arab feminist poetics.  288p  Berkeley  2018  

9780520301627      pap  6,032 

1589 

Mansel, Philip 

   Aleppo: the rise and fall of Syria's great merchant 

city.  288p ills.  London  2018(16)  9781784538477  

       pap  1,978 
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1590 

Marcinkowski, Christoph 

   Shi'ite Identities: community and culture in 

changing social contexts.  (Freiburg Studies in Social 

Anthropology, Bd. 27)  288p  Berlin 2010  

9783643800497     4,357 

   This volume covers the phenomenon of political 

assertiveness among contemporary Shi`ite Muslims in 

the Middle East, as well as among converts in Southeast 

Asia. It argues that Shi`ite identities are often based on 

local cultural heritage and history and are - contrary to 

what is usually assumed by the wider public - not to be 

considered monolithic.  

1591 

Martinez, Luis & Rasmus A. Boserup (ed.) 

   Algeria Modern, from opacity to complexity.   

(The CERI Series in Comparative Politics and International 

Studies)  xiii,165p  Oxford  2016  9780190491536 

     10,570 

   analyses the complexity of state and society and the 

strategies that social and political actors employ. 

1592 

Matar, Nabil 

   The United States through Arab Eyes: an anthology 

of writings (1876-1914).  224p  Edinburgh  2018  

9781474434362       pap  3,958 

   A vibrant collection of writings about America from 

its earliest Arab immigrants 

1593 

Mayaram, Shail 

   Israel as a Gift of the Arabs.  xix,189p ills.   

New Delhi  2015  9789382579151   1,576 

   In the course of her stay in Israel as a visiting 

professor, Shail Mayaram wrote a series of letters to 

friends and family: letters that not only document her 

experiences of living, teaching and traveling in Israel and 

Palestinian territories, but also record her reflections on 

the complexities of identities and nationalism. 

1594 

Mayeur-Jaouen, Catherine & Alexandre Papas (ed.) 

   Family Portraits with Saints: hagiography, sanctity, 

and family in the Muslim World.  (Islamkundliche 

Untersuchungen Band 317)  462p  Berlin   2014  

9783879974221     9,486 

   Seeking to explain the relationships between saints 

and society through the family institution, the book 

strives to enlarge the vision of the family as well as to 

analyse more concretely the role of saints - the patterns 

of the Prophet and his relatives, problems related to the 

hereditary transmission of charisma; the relations 

between the spiritual family and the physical family, or 

between disciples and the saint's family; the spiritual 

master as father and the father as spiritual master; and 

the crucial role of women. 

1595 

Al-Mazrouei, Noura Saber 

   The UAE and Saudi Arabia: border disputes and 

international relations in the Middle East.  (Library of 

Modern Middle East Studies)  304p  London  2016  

9781784533236     13,662 

1596 

McCarthy, Rory 

   Inside Tunisia's al-Nahda: between politics and 

preaching.  (Cambridge Middle East Studies)  268p  

Cambridge  2018  9781108459938     pap  5,938 

   In the wake of the Arab uprisings, al-Nahda voted to 

transform itself into a political party that would for the 

first time withdraw from a preaching project built around 

religious, social, and cultural activism. This turn to the 

political was not a Tunisian exception but reflects an 

urgent debate within Islamist movements as they 

struggle to adjust to a rapidly changing political 

environment. 

1597 

McDougall, James 

   A History of Algeria.   Cambridge  2017  

9781139029230     4,750 

   Covering a period of five hundred years, from the 

arrival of the Ottomans to the aftermath of the Arab 

uprisings, James McDougall presents an expansive new 

account of the modern history of Africa's largest country. 

1598 

Mecham, R. Quinn 

   Institutional Origins of Islamist Political 

Mobilikzation.   Cambridge 2017  9781107323568 

     5,340 

   The book provides a theory of the institutional origins 

of Islamist politics, focusing on the development of 

religious common knowledge, religious 

entrepreneurship, and coordinating focal points as 

critical to the success of Islamist activism. 

1599 

Megahed, Nagwa (ed.) 

   Education during the Time of the Revolution in 

Egypt: dialectics of education in conflict.  (Comparative 

and International Education: Diversity of Voices, 44)  

176p  Leiden  2017  9789463512046    pap  6,825 

1600 

Meijer, oel & Nils Butenschon (ed.) 

   The Crisis of Citizenship in the Arab World.  (Social, 

Economic and Political Studies of the Middle East and 

Asia, 116)  553p  Leiden  2017  9789004340565 

     26,075 

   argues that the present crisis of the Arab world has 
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its origins in the historical, legal and political 

development of state-citizen relations since the 

beginning of modern history in the Middle East and 

North Africa. 

1601 

Meital, Yoram & Paula Rayman (ed.) 

   Recognition as Key for Reconciliation: Israel, 

Palestine, and beyond.  (Socia. Economic & Political 

Studies of the Middle East and Asia, 118)  190p   

Leiden  2017  9789004345614   16,450 

1602 

Mendel, Yonatan & Abeer AlNajjar (ed.) 

   Language, Politics and Society in the Middle East: 

essays in honour of Yasir Suleiman.  256p  Edinburgh  

2018  9781474421539    

 15,840 

   Explores the dynamic relationships between 

language, politics and society in the Middle East 

1603 

Mermier, Franck 

   Mudun Mutanâzi'ah: Bairût, San'â' wa Adan.   

255p ills.  Beirut  2015  9789953417233  2,270 

   Violence -- Yemen -- Aden -- Beirut -- History 

[Villes Disputees, Beyrouth, Sanaa, Aden] 

1604 

Mervin, S., R. Gleave & J. al-Dîn Shâtilâl 

   Al-Najaf, târîkh wa tatawwur al-madînat al-

muqaddasah.  456p ills.  Beirut/London  2016  

9789933521615     4,780 

1605 

Mervin, Sabrina  Nabil Mouline (dir.) 

   Islams Politiques: courants, doctrines et ideologies.  

231p  Paris  2017  9782271094414  3,850 

   Islam and politics -- Doctrines 

1606 

Messick, Brinkley 

   Shari'a Scripts: a historical anthropology.  536p  

N.Y.  2018  9780231178747   10,570 

   A case study in the textual architecture of the 

venerable legal and ethical tradition at the center of the 

Islamic experience, Shari’a Scripts is a work of historical 

anthropology focused on Yemen in the early twentieth 

century. 

1607 

Mestyan, Adam 

   Arab Patriotism: the ideology and culture of power 

in late Ottoman Egypt.  xiii,356p figs. map  Princeton  

2017  9780691172644    6,795 

   The book presents the essential backstory to the 

formation of the modern nation-state and mass 

nationalism in the Middle East. While standard histories 

claim that the roots of Arab nationalism emerged in 

opposition to the Ottoman milieu, Mestyan points to the 

patriotic sentiment that grew in the Egyptian province of 

the Ottoman Empire during the nineteenth century, 

arguing that it served as a pivotal way station on the path 

to the birth of Arab nationhood. 

1608 

Micallef, Roberta (ed.) 

   Illusion and Disillusionment: travel writing in the 

modern age.  (Ilex Series, 18)  185p ills.  Cambridge, 

Mss.  2018  9780674984479      pap  3,012 

   seeks to understand, expand, and challenge the 

boundaries of the modern travelogue across several 

literary traditions. Through an engaging cast of 

characters-China-bound missionaries, an Indo-Persian 

diplomat, a Turkish exile in India, a French schoolteacher 

touring America, Arab students in Moscow, a Japanese 

woman writer in Europe-this volume extends the study 

of travel writing beyond the frameworks of colonialism, 

imperialism, and Orientalism, focusing on the experience 

of travel itself. 

1609 

Michael, M.N., T. Anastassiadis & C. Verdeil (ed.) 

   Religious Communities and Modern Statehood: the 

Ottoman and post-Ottoman world at the age of 

nationalism and colonialism.  (Islamkundliche 

Untersuchungen, Bd. 321)  320p  Berlin  2015  

9783879974436     8,144 

   This volume aims to explore various aspects of the 

communal organization in the Ottoman Empire for 

regions such as Asia Minor, Middle East and the Balkans, 

and to present the changes that occurred within the 

religious communities during the nineteenth century and 

particularly during the period running from the Tanzimat 

reforms to the First World War. 

1610 

Milani, Milad 

   Sufi Political Thought.  (Routledge Religion in 

Contemporary Asia Series)  xi,157p  Abingdon  2018  

9781138787643     21,780 

   Sufism is generally perceived as being spiritually 

focused and about the development of the self. 

However, Sufi orders have been involved historically as 

important civic and political actors in the Muslim world, 

having participated extensively in inter-faith dialogue and 

political challenges to religious orthodoxy. 

1611 

Milich, S., F. Pannewick & L. Tramontini (ed.) 

   Conflicting Narratives: war, trauma and memory in 

Iraqi culture.  (Literaturen im Kontext. Arabisch - 

Persisch - Türkisch 35)  286p  Wiesbaden  2012  

9783895008061     12,075 
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1612 

Milton, Patrick, Michael Axworthy & Brendan Simms 

   Towards a Westphalia for the Middle East.  176p  

London  2018  9781787380233   5,940 

   Drawing lessons from the Treaty of Westphalia, the 

authors offer fresh thinking on how to treat the legacies 

of the post-Ottoman state system. 

1613 

Mion, Giuliano (ed.) 

   Mediterranean Contaminations: Middle East, North 

Africa, and Europe in contact.  (Studien zum Modernen 

Orient, 31)  290p  Berlin  2018  9783879974689 

     6,650 

   The Mediterranean is a sea that has experienced 

extraordinary contacts, conflicts, encounters and 

exchanges through the centuries. This complexity is 

analysed in the present volume through the eyes of 

twelve scholars specialised in Middle Eastern and North 

African studies. 

1614 

Monterescu, Daniel & Haim Hazan 

   Twilight Nationalism: politics of existence at life's 

end.  288p  Stanford  2018  9781503605633    

      pap  3,918 

   The city of Jaffa presents a paradox: intimate 

neighbors who are political foes. The official Jewish 

national tale proceeds from exile to redemption and 

nation-building, while the Palestinians' is one of a golden 

age cut short, followed by dispossession and resistance. 

1615 

Morales, Harold D. 

   Latino and Muslim in America: race, religion, and 

the making of a new minority.  (AAR Religion, Culture, 

and History)  272p  N.Y.  2018  9780190852603 

     5,047 

   First academic study to critically engage religious 

lives, organizations, and representations of Latino 

Muslims in America 

1616 

Morey, Peter 

   Islamophobia and the Novel.  328p  N.Y.  2018  

9780231177740     9,060 

   Morey analyzes how recent works of fiction have 

framed and responded to the rise of anti-Muslim 

prejudice, showing how their portrayals of Muslims both 

reflect and refute the ideological preoccupations of 

media and politicians in the post-9/11 West. 

1617 

Moubayed, Sami 

   The Makers of Modern Syria: the rise and fall of 

Syrian democracy 1918-1958.  (Library of Modern 

Middle East Studies)  288p  London  2018  

9781784538637     14,256 

   This book tells the story of modern Syria's formative 

years, using previously-unseen material from the 

personal papers of Ahmad Sharabati, a prominent 

nationalist who served in different capacities during 

colonial times and early independence, first as minister 

of defence and then as minister of education. 

1618 

Moussalli, Ahmad S. 

   Radical Islamic Fundamentalism: the ideological and 

political discourse of Sayyid Qutb.  262p  Beirut  

1995(1992)         pap  1,820 

1619 

Muedini, Fait 

   Sponsoring Sufism: how governments promoto 

"mystical Islam" in their domestic and foreign policies.  

(Palgrave Studies in Religion, Politics, and Policy)  

ix,219p  N.Y.  2015  9781137521064  

  16,378 

   examines why various governments are looking to 

sponsor Sufi groups within their countries. 

1620 

Mûsâ, Nîfîn Muhd. 

   Mukhtârât min Wathâ'iq al-Iftâ' al-Misrî fî al-qarn al-

tâsi' al-ashr: qirâ'ah fî al-shaykh Muhammad 

Muhammad al-Bannâ.  (Dirâsât Wathâ'iq, 8)  627p  

Cairo  2013  9789771809579   4,600 

   Bannâ, Muhd. Muhd. Sâlih, 1828-1896 -- Dâr al-Iftâ’ 

al-Misrîyah -- Muftis (Muslim officials) -- Egypt 

1621 

Nûtûhârâ Nûbû'akî 

   Al-'Arab, wijhat nazar yâbânîyah.  215p  Beirut  

2016(03)  9789933351403    1,480 

1622 

Naby, Eden 

   The Assyrians of the Middle East: the history and 

culture of a minority Christian community.  256p  

London  2019  9781848857568   14,256 

   The Assyrians are the last substantial ethnic group in 

the world to have preserved Aramaic as its native 

language, mostle located in Iran and Syria. 

1623 

Nahouza, Namira 

   Wahhabism and the Rise of the New Salafists: 

theology, power and Sunni Islam  (Library of Modern 

Religion)  256p  London  2018  9781788311427 

     14,256 

   While previous scholarship has examined 

Wahhabism as a political phenomenon, this book turns 

attention to the complex religious issues that are central 

to its understanding. Tracing its roots in the 18th century 

up until the present day, N. Nahouza shows why the 
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Wahhabi movement has opposed traditional Islamic 

scholarship on the interpretation of the Qur'an and 

hadith. 

1624 

Najjar, Nathalie 

   Arbitration and International Trade in the Arab 

Countries.  (Brill's Arab and Islamic Laws Series, 13)  

1310p  Leiden  2017  9789004357471  65,450 

1625 

Nakhlah, Rabî' 

   Târîkh Wilâyat Halab, 1889-1902.  464p facs. 

photos.  Beirut  2017  9789953171029  3,960 

   Aleppo (Syria) -- Economic conditions -- 19th century 

-- History 

1626 

Nethercott, Craig 

   Islamic Finance and Shari'a Law: development and 

economics in Saudi Arabia  (Perspectives in Arab 

Society and Culture)  400p  London  2019  

9781780767253     15,642 

1627 

Nethercott, Craig R. & David M. Eisenberg (ed.) 

   Islamic Finance: law and practice.  496p  Oxford  

2018  9780198725237    51,340 

   This work is a practical and commercial guide to the 

fundamental principles of Islamic finance and their 

application to Islamic finance transactions. 

1628 

Newby, Vanessa F. 

   Peacekeeping in South Lebanon: credibility and local 

cooperation.  256p  Syracuse  2018   

9780815635895      pap  4,522 

   examines the critical role of credibility in successful 

peacekeeping operations. 

1629 

Ngom, Fallou 

   Muslims Beyond the Arab World: The Odyssey of 

Ajamî and the Murîdiyya.   (AAR Religion, Culture and 

History)  xxiii,306p ills.  Oxford  2016  

9780190279875      pap  5,890 

   Muslims beyond the Arab World explores the 

tradition of writing African languages using the Arabic 

script 'Ajami and the rise of the Muridiyya order of 

Islamic Sufi in Senegal, founded by Shaykh Ahmadu 

Bamba Mbakke (1853-1927). 

1630 

Nor, Omri 

   Lebanese Shi'ite Leadership, 1920-1970S: 

personalities, alliances, and feuds.  vii,132p  N.Y.  

2017  9783319430133    10,008 

   This book examines the coalitions and relationships 

within the power centers of Shi'ite politics during the era 

of political feudalism in Lebanon. 

1631 

Nucho, Joanne 

   Everyday Sectarianism in Urban Lebanon: 

infrastructures, public services, and power.  (Princeton 

Studies in Culture and Technology)  xv,167p photos.  

Princeton  2016  9780691168975    pap  4,220 

   Through in-depth research with local governments, 

NGOs, and political parties in Beirut, she demonstrates 

how sectarianism is actually recalibrated on a daily basis 

through the provision of essential services and 

infrastructures, such as electricity, medical care, credit, 

and the planning of bridges and roads. 

1632 

O'Brien, John 

   Keeping it Halal: the everyday lives of Muslim 

American teenage boys.  216p  Princeton  2017  

9780691168821     4,522 

   A compelling portrait of a group of boys as they 

navigate the complexities of being both American 

teenagers and good Muslims 

1633 

Orwin, Alexander 

   Redefining the Muslim Community: ethnicity, 

religion, and politics in the thought of Alfarabi.  

viii,250p  Philadelphia  2017  9780812249040 

     9,052 

   Orwin combines extraordinary linguistic skills with a 

finely tuned knowledge of political philosophy which he 

uses to cast new light on Alfarabi's concept of Umma, 

and to reveal and explore the core of his teaching." 

1634 

Osborn, J.P. 

   Letters of Light: Arabic script in calligraphy, print, 

and digital design.  280p ills.  Cambridge, Ma.  2017  

9780674971127     6,795 

   Focusing on naskh-the style most commonly used 

across the Middle East-Letters of Light traces the 

evolution of Arabic script from its earliest inscriptions to 

digital fonts, from calligraphy to print and beyond. J. R. 

Osborn narrates this storied past for historians of the 

Islamic and Arab worlds, for students of communication 

and technology, and for contemporary practitioners. 

1635 

Osman, Tarek 

   Islamism: a history of political Islam from the fall of 

the Ottoman Empire to the rise of ISIS.  328p  New 

Haven  2017  9780300230963    pap  3,775 

1636 

   Osmanlı Belgelerinde Suriye: Sûriyâ fî al-Wathâ'iq al-

'Uthmânîyah.  (T.C. Başbakanlık, Osmanlı Arşivi Daire 

Başkanlığı, 129)  484p  facs. photos. maps  Istanbul  
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2013  9789751958938    5,760 

   Turkey -- Foreign relations -- Syria -- History -- Sources 

1637 

Panchenko, Constantin 

   Arab Orthodox Christians under the Ottomans  

1516-1831.  tr. from Russain by B.P. Noble & S. Noble  

xi,688p ills. photos.  N.Y. 2016  9781942699088   

       pap  4,522 

   Following the so called "Arab Spring" the world's 

attention has been drawn to the presence of significant 

minority religious groups within the predominantly 

Islamic Middle East. Of these minorities Christians are by 

far the largest, comprising over 10% of the population in 

Syria and as much as 40% in Lebanon. The largest single 

group of Christians are the Arabic-speaking Orthodox. 

This work fills a gap in the scholarship of wider Christian 

history and more specifically that of lived religion within 

the Ottoman empire 

1638 

Pandolfo, Stefania 

   Knot of the Soul: madness, psychoanalysis, Islam.  

384p  Chicago 2018  9780226465081   pap  5,662 

   Drawing on in-depth historical research and 

testimonies of contemporary patients and therapists in 

Morocco, This book offers both an ethnographic journey 

through madness and contemporary formations of 

despair and a philosophical and theological exploration 

of the vicissitudes of the soul. 

1639 

Pappe, Ilan 

   The Biggest Prison on Earth: the history of the 

occupied territories.  304p  London  2017  

9781851685875     3,960 

   A powerful, groundbreaking history of the Occupied 

Territories from one of the most influential Israeli 

historians 

1640 

Parker, K. Scott & Tony E. Nasrallah (ed.) 

   Middle Eastern Minorities and the Arab Spring: 

identity and community in the twenty-first century.  

(The Modern Muslim World, 2)  353p  Piscataway  

2017  9781463206536    25,670 

   examines eleven minority groups in the early years of 

the so-called Arab Spring. Wide-ranging in scope, 

minorities of diverse religious and ethno-linguistic 

backgrounds are included from North Africa, the Levant, 

and the Arabian Peninsula. 

1641 

Pearlman, Wendy & Boaz Atzill 

   Tradic Coercion: Israel's targeting of states that host 

nonstate actors.  352p  N.Y.  2018   

9780231171847     9,815 

1642 

Pepe, Teresa 

   Blogging from Egypt: digital literature, 2005-2016.  

(Edinburgh Studies in Modern Arabic Literature)  256p  

Edinburgh  2019  9781474433990   14,850 

   Explores blogs as a new form of literature emerging 

in Egypt during the rise of political protests 

1643 

Peterson, J.E. 

   Saudi Arabia under Ibn Saud: economic and 

financial foundations of the state  (Library of Middle 

East History)  304p  London  2018  9781784539009 

     14,256 

   This book examines the role of the Ministry of 

Finance and its minister, Abdullah al-Sulayman, in 

holding the country together financially and 

administratively until the promise of substantial oil 

income was realized a few years after the end of World 

War II. 

1644 

Petriat, Philippe 

   Le Negoce des Lieux Saints: negociants Hadramis de 

Djedda, 1850-1950.  (Bibliotheque Historique des Pays 

d'Islam, 9)  444p ills. photos.  Paris  2016  

9782859449360     7,000 

   Hadrami (Arab tribe) -- Merchants -- Saudi Arabia -- 

Jiddah -- History 

1645 

Petriat, Philippe (ed.) 

   Une Histoire Partagee Sources Françaises sur 

l'Histoire de l'Arabie: Hedjaz et Najd 1839-1943.  

205p+100p(ar.) photos  Sanaa  2014  

9782909194356     13,960 

   Hijaz -- Najd -- History -- Sources 

1646 

Pfeffer, Anshel 

   Bibi: the turbulent life and times of Benjamin 

Netanyahu.  432p  London  2018  9781849049887 

     3,960 

1647 

Phillips, Christopher 

   The Battle for Syria: international rivalry in the new 

Middle East.  352p  New Haven  2018(16)  

9780300234619       pap  3,020 

   An unprecedented analysis of the crucial but 

underexplored roles the United States and other nations 

have played in shaping Syria's ongoing civil war 

1648 

Phiri, Felix J., et al. (ed.) 

   Al-Tajdîd Fî-l-Islâm: le renouveau en Islam.  (Etudes 

Arabes 108)  xv,183p  Rome  2011  8885907166 

     6,650 
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   Islamic renewal -- Reform 

Original texts in Arabic with parallel translations in 

French, English, or Italian; introductory material in 

English, French, and Italian. 

1649 

Pichon, Frederic 

   Maaloula (XIXe-XXIe siecles) du Vieux Avec du Neuf: 

histoire et identite d'un village chretien de Syrie.  (CP, 

29)  288p  photos.  Beirut  2010  9782351591734 

     5,140 

1650 

Planet Contreras, Ana I. (ed.) 

   Observing Islam in Spain: contemporary politics and 

social dynamics.  (Muslim Minorities, 28)  190p  

Leiden  2018  9789004364981   17,325 

   contains the keys to understanding current debates 

about the presence of Muslim citizens in Spain with 

regard to symbolism and public space, the law, ritual, the 

question of re-Islamization and the association-building 

and political participation of young people and women. 

1651 

Plonski, Sharri 

   Palestinian Citizens of Israel: power, resistance and 

the struggle for space.  (SOAS Palestine Studies)  304p  

London  2017  9781784536565   14,850 

   Through extensive fieldwork and numerous 

interviews, Plonski conducts a comparative analysis of 

resistance movements anchored in three key sites of the 

Palestinian experience: the defence of housing rights in 

Jaffa; the protest against settlement in the Galilee region; 

and the campaign for Bedouin land rights in the Naqab 

desert. 

1652 

Polyakov, O'Donnell (ed.) 

   Antisemitism, Islamophobia, and Interreligious 

Hermeneutics: ways of seeing the religious other.  

(Currents of Encounter, 58)  Leiden  2018  

9789004381667      pap  8,575 

   examines the hermeneutics of interreligious 

encounter in contexts of conflict. It investigates the 

implicit judgments of Judaism and Islam that often arise 

in response to these conflicts, and explores the 

implications of these interpretations for relations 

between Jews, Christians, and Muslims. 

1653 

Prasad, Vijay 

   The Death of the Nation and the Future of the Arab 

Revolution.  238p  New Delih  2016   

9789380118369     1,500 

   Islam and politics -- Middle East -- Arab Spring, 2010- 

The heart of this book explores the turmoil in Iraq, Syria, 

and Lebanon-countries where ISIS emerged and is 

thriving. It is here that the story of the region rests. What 

would a post-ISIS Middle East look like? Who will listen to 

the grievances of the people? Can there be another 

future for the region that is not the return of the security 

state or the continuation of monarchies? Placing 

developments in the Middle East in the broader context 

of revolutionary history, The Death of the Nation tackles 

these critical questions. 

1654 

Pratt, Douglas 

   Christian Engagement with Islam: ecumenical 

journey since 1910.  295p  Leiden  2017  

9789004338012     15,400 

   Why did the Christian Church, in the twentieth 

century, engage in dialogue with Islam? What has been 

the ecumenical experience? What is happening now? 

1655 

Provence, Michael 

   The Last Ottoman Generation and the Making of the 

Modern Middle East.   Cambridge  2017  

9780521747516       pap  4,528 

   Provence emphasises the continuity between the 

late Ottoman and Colonial era, explaining how national 

identities emerged, and how the seeds were sown for 

many of the conflicts which have defined the Middle East 

in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. 

1656 

Puahes, Idir 

   Syria and Lebanon under the French Mandate: 

cultural imperialism and the workings of empire.  

(Library of Modern Middle East Studies)  268p  London  

2018  9781788310970    14,850 

   Ouahes provides an in-depth analysis of the shifts in 

discourses, attitudes and activities unfolding in French 

and locally-organised institutions such as schools, 

museums and newspapers, revealing how local 

resistance put pressure on cultural activity in the early 

years of the French mandate. 

1657 

Puiela, Anna 

   Islam and Popular Culture.  (Critical Concepts in 

Sociology)  1,394p (4 vols.)  Abingdon  2017  

9781138681606       166,320 

   vol. 1: Popular Culture forms produced in Muslim 

contexts, vol. 2: Islamic networks and identities, vol. 3: 

Halal lifestyle, vol. 4: Representations of Islam and 

Muslims in mainstream popular culture 

1658 

Pursley, Sara 

   Familiar Futures: time, selfhood, and sovereignty in 

Iraq.  (Stanford Studies in Middle Eastern and Islamic 

Societies and Cultures)  329p  Stanford  2018  
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9781503607484      pap  4,220 

 

 

1659 

Racius, Egdunas 

   Muslims in Eastern Europe.  (The New Edinburgh 

Islamic Surveys)  200p  Edinburgh  2018(17)  

9781474415799      pap  4,948 

   Introduces the centuries-old history of Muslim 

communities in Eastern Europe 

1660 

Al-Rasheed, Madawi (ed.) 

   Salman's Legacy: the dilemmas of a new era in Saudi 

Arabia.  368p  London  2018  9781849049658 

     6,930 

   A timely look at the personalities and factions 

contending for power in Riyadh as one princely order 

crumbles and another asserts itself. 

1661 

Reardon-Anderson, James (ed.) 

   The Red Star and the Crescent: China and the 

Middle East.  240p  London  2018  9781849048217 

       pap  4,950 

   An absorbing look at China's diplomatic and business 

outreach in pursuit of secure hydrocarbon reserves. 

1662 

Reese, Scott S. 

   Imperial Muslims: Islam, community and authority 

in the Indian Ocea, 1839-1937.  ix,212p  Edinburgh 

2018  9780748697663    15,855 

   The webs, nodes and networks created by Britain's 

Indian Ocean Empire during the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries are here explored in the context of 

their personal and social impact. Using the British 

Settlement of Aden as its focus, the book examines the 

development of a local community within the spaces 

created by imperial rule. 

1663 

Reisinezhad, Arash 

   The Shah of Iran, the Iraqi Kurds, and the Lebanese 

Shia.  (Middle East Today)  xvi,357p  London  2019  

9783319899466     16,378 

   Analyzes contemporary Iranian non-state foreign 

policy and its impact on the geopolitics of the Middle 

East 

1664 

Renton, James & Ben Gidley (ed.) 

   Antisemitism and Islamophobia in Europe: a shaped 

story?  xiii,311p  N.Y.  2017  9781137412997 

       pap  3,638 

   This is the first book to examine the relationship 

between European antisemitism and Islamophobia from 

the Crusades until the twenty-first century in the 

principal flashpoints of the two racisms. 

1665 

Riamei, Lungthuiyang 

   Kurdistan: the quest for representation and self-

determination.  xvi,298p ills. maps  New Delhi  2018  

9789386288868     4,720 

   The book examines the various models which could 

be acceptable solution to the Kurdish problem in West 

Asian region. It also evaluates the role of the Kurdish 

diaspora placing Kurdish issue in the international forum. 

The Kurdish Peshmerga and YPG militia maintains one of 

the strongest forces confronting against the ISIS in West 

Asian region. 

1666 

Rickard, Joshua 

   The Fragmentation of Palestine: identity and 

isolation in the twenty-first century.  (Library of 

Modern Middle East Studies)  256p  London  2018  

9781784535872     14,256 

1667 

Ricks, Thomas M. 

   Notables, Merchants, and Shaykhs of Southern Iran 

and Its Ports: politics and trade of the Persian Gulf 

region, AD 1728-1789.  (Conflict and Trade, 5)  

xxii,318p  Piscayaway  2012  9781593339579 

     29,596 

   This book investigates the socio-cultural and 

maritime history of 18th century - early 19th-century 

Southern Iran and the Persian Gulf in terms of the 

merchants, mariners and captains who lived and died in 

the turbulent waters of the western Indian Ocean. 

1668 

Ridgeon, Lloyd (ed.) 

   Sufis and Salafis in the Contemporary Age.  x,301p  

London  2016(15)  9781350012387     pap  6,032 

   Investigates the extent of the relationship between 

Sufism and Salafism in the contemporary era, two 

interpretations of Islam usually thought to be 

diametrically opposed. 

1669 

Al-Rifâ'î, Mu'în Muhammad 

   Ishkâlîyat al-Dawlah al-Islâmîyah: tasawwur al-

harakât al-islâmîyah al-mu'âsirah.  709p  Beirut  

2017  9786148014949    7,560 

   Islam and state -- Islamic fundamentalism -- Islamic 

countries -- 21st century 

1670 

Robson, Laura 

   States of Separation: transfer, partition, and the 

making of the modern Middle East.  xiv,247p   

Oakland  2017  9780520292154   5,277 
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   Across the Middle East in the post-World War I era, 

European strategic moves converged with late Ottoman 

political practice and a newly emboldened Zionist 

movement to create an unprecedented push to 

physically divide ethnic and religious minorities from 

Arab Muslim majorities. The book tells how the interwar 

Middle East became a site for internationally sanctioned 

experiments in ethnic separation enacted through 

violent strategies of population transfer and ethnic 

partition. 

1671 

Rock-Singer, Aaron 

   Practicing Islam in Egypt: print media and Islamic 

revival.   Cambridge  23019  9781108492058 

      forthcoming 

1672 

Rosen, Lawrence 

   Islam and the Rule of Justice: image and reality in 

Muslim law and culture.  288p photos.  Chicago   

2018  9780226511603     pap  5,285 

   In the West, we tend to think of Islamic law as an 

arcane and rigid legal system, bound by formulaic texts 

yet suffused by unfettered discretion. Rosen analyzes a 

number of these misperceptions. Drawing on specific 

cases, he explores the application of Islamic law to the 

treatment of women (who win most of their cases), the 

relations between Muslims and Jews (which frequently 

involve close personal and financial ties), and the 

structure of widespread corruption (which played a key 

role in prompting the Arab Spring). 

1673 

Rouhana, Nadim N. (ed.) 

   Israel and its Palestinian Citizens: ethnic privileges in 

the Jewish state.  448p  Cambridge  2017  

9781107622814      pap  5,283 

1674 

Rutgers, Zahra Ali 

   Women and Gender in Iraq: between nation-

building and fragmentation.  (Cambridge Middle East 

Studies)  268p  Cambridge 2018  9781316641620   

      pap  4,528 

   Zahra Ali foregrounds a wide-range of interviews with 

a variety of women involved in women's rights activism, 

showing how everyday life and intellectual life has 

developed since the US-led invasion. 

1675 

Ryan, Curtis R. 

   Jordan and the Arab Uprisings: regime survival and 

politics beyond the State.  296p  N.Y.  2018  

9780231186278      pap  4,530 

 

 

1676 

Ryzova, Lucie 

   The Age of the Efendiyya: passages to modernity in 

national-colonial Egypt.  (Oxford Historical 

Monographs)  304p  Oxford 2018(14)  

9780198824398       pap  4,948 

   Working as bureaucrats, teachers, journalists, free 

professionals, and public intellectuals, the efendiyya 

represented the new middle class elite. 

1677 

Saade, Bashir 

   Hizbullah and the Politics of Remembrance: writing 

the Lebanese nation.  (Cambridge Middle East Seriers, 

47)  188p  Cambridge  2018(16)  9781107499386 

      pap  4,830 

   By examining the ideological production of Hizbullah, 

especially its underground newspaper Al Ahd, Bashir 

Saade offers an account of the intellectual continuity 

between the early phases of Hizbullah's emergence onto 

the political stage and its present day organization. 

1678 

Sadiqi, Fatima (ed.) 

   Women's Movements in Post-"Arab Spring" North 

Africa.  (Comparative Feminist Studies Series)  xii,325p  

N.Y.  2016  9781137520470   15,098 

   Centering on women's movements before, during, 

and after the revolutions, this book highlights the 

broader sources of authority that affected the 

emergence of new feminist actors and agents and their 

impact on the sociopolitical landscapes of the region. 

1679 

Sageman, Marc 

   Turning to Political Violence: the emergence of 

terrorism.  520p  Philadelphia  2017   

9780812248777     7,542 

   What motivates those who commit violence in the 

name of political beliefs? Terrorism today is not solely 

the preserve of Islam, nor is it a new phenomenon.  

1680 

Saikia, Yasmin & Chad Haines (ed.) 

   Women and Peace in the Islamic World: gender, 

agency and influence  (Library of Modern Middle East 

Studies)  336p  London  2014  9781784530174 

     17,820 

1681 

Salama, Mohammad 

   Islam and the Culture of Modern Egypt: from the 

monarchy to the republic.  268p  Cambridge  2018  

9781108417181     15,855 

   Telling a new story of modern Egypt, Salama uses 

textual and cinematic sources to construct a clear and 

accessible narrative of the dynamics of Islam and culture 
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in the first half of the 20th century. 

1682 

Sallûm, Sa'd 

   Al-Aqallîyât fî al-'Iraq: al-dhâkirah, al-huwîyah, al-

tahaddîyât: Minorities in Iraq: memory, identity & 

challenges.  272p(eng)+359p(ar)  Beirut  2013  

     6,050 

   Iraq -- Minorities -- Ethnic relations 

1683 

Salomon, Noah 

   For Love of the Prophet: an ethnography of Sudan's 

Islamic state.  xviii,242p  Princeton  2016  

9780691165158       pap  4,522 

   looks at the Republic of Sudan's twenty-five-year 

experiment with Islamic statehood and explores how the 

Islamic state is embodied and contested within Sudan's 

increasingly fractured public. 

1684 

Samin, Nadav 

   Of Sand or Soil: genealogy and tribal belonging in 

Saudi Arabia.  304p  Princeton  2019(15)  

9780691183381       pap  4,975 

   Of Sand or Soil looks at how genealogy and tribal 

belonging have informed the lives of past and present 

inhabitants of Saudi Arabia and how the Saudi 

government's tacit glorification of tribal origins has 

shaped the powerful development of the kingdom's 

genealogical culture. 

1685 

Sanneh, Lamin O. 

   Beyond Jihad: the pacifist tradition in West African 

Islam.  xv,352p ills.  Oxford   2016   

9780199351619     5,277 

   examines the origin and evolution of the Muslim 

African pacifist tradition, beginning with an inquiry into 

Islam's beginnings and expansion in North Africa and its 

transmission across trans-Saharan trade routes to West 

Africa. The book focuses on the ways in which, without 

jihad, the religion spread and took hold, and what that 

assimilation process means for understanding the nature 

of religious and social change. 

1686 

Saouli, Adham 

   Hezbollah: socialisation and its tragic ironies.  224p  

Edinburgh  2018  9781474419512    pap  3,958 

   Explains Hezbollah's ceaseless drive for survival and 

the unintended, tragic consequences it has generated 

1687 

Saritoprak, Zeki 

   Islamic Spirituality: theology and practice for the 

modern world.  x,231p  London  2018  

9781472572059       pap  5,126 

   Both classical Sufis and Sufism are explored as well as 

contemporary mystics. Key figures discussed include 

medieval Islamic theologian al-Ghazali (d.1111), and Said 

Nursi (d.1960), arguably one of the most important 

modern theologians in the Islamic spiritual tradition. 

Discussing both historical and contemporary dimensions 

of Islamic spirituality allows the author to ground 

classical Sufi texts in contemporary ideas and practices. 

1688 

Schayegh, Cyrus 

   The Middle East and the Making of the Modern 

World.  496p photos. maps  Cambridge, Ma.  2017  

9780674088337     7,542 

   Schayegh takes up a fundamental problem historians 

face: how to make sense of the spatial layeredness of the 

past. He argues that the modern world's ultimate socio-

spatial feature was not the oft-studied processes of 

globalization or state formation or urbanization. Rather, 

it was fast-paced, mutually transformative 

intertwinements of cities, regions, states, and global 

circuits, a bundle of processes he calls transpatialization. 

1689 

Schmidinger, Thomas 

   Rajava: revolution, war and the future of Syria's 

Kurds.  320p  London  2018  9780745337722 

       pap  3,562 

   The history and politics of Syrian Kurdistan, with a 

special focus on the revolution in Rojava. 

1690 

Schneider, Irene 

   Women in the Islamic World: from earliest times to 

the Arab Spring.  tr. by S. Rendall  xv,279p  Princeton  

2014  9781558765740      pap.  4,069 

   describes and analyses the different roles women 

have played in the Islamic world, past and present. 

1691 

Sciarcon, Jonathan 

   Educational Oases in the Desert: the Alliance 

Israelite Universelle's girls' school in Ottoman Iraq, 

1895-1915.  220p  Albany  2017  9781438465852 

     12,835 

   A history of the French schools that pioneered female 

education in Ottoman Iraq's Jewish communities. 

1692 

Sedgwick, Mark 

   Western Sufism: from the Abbasids to the new age.  

368p  N.Y.  2016  9780199977642   4,552 

   Western Sufism is sometimes dismissed as a 

relatively recent "new age" phenomenon, but in this 

book, Sedgwick argues that it actually has very deep 

roots, both in the Muslim world and in the West. 
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1693 

Seetzen, Ulrich Jasper 

   Tagebuch des Aufenthalts in Aleppo 1803-1805.  

(Documenta Arabica, Teil 1: Reiseliteratur)  xl,396s.  

Hildesheim  2011  9783487146119   9,800 

1694 

Seetzen, Ulrich Jasper 

   Tagebuch des Aufenthalts in Konstantinopel und der 

Reise nach Aleppo 1802-1803.  (Documenta Arabica, 

Teil 1: Reiseliteratur)  xvii.826s  Hildesheim  2012  

9783487146102     15,400 

1695 

Serels, Steven 

   The Impoverishment of the African Red Sea Littoral, 

1640-1945.  (Palgrave Series in Indian Ocean World 

Studies)  xv,204p  London  2018  9783319941646 

     12,738 

   Recovers the pre-colonial history of pastoralism in 

the African Red Sea Littoral, tracing links between this 

history and present-day poverty in the region 

1696 

Serodio, Diana & Cornelis Hulsman (ed.) 

   The 2014 Egyptian Constitution: perspectives from 

Egypt.  (Anwendungsorientierte Religionswissenschaft, 

10)  218p  Marburg  2017  9783828838383 

     5,241 

1697 

Seymour-Jorn, Caroline 

   Cultural Criticism in Egyptian Women's Writing.  

(Contemporary Issues in the Middle East)  200p  

Syracuse  2011  9780815632863   4,522 

1698 

Shaham, Ron 

   Rethinking Islamic Legal Modernism: the teaching of 

Yusuf al-Qaradawi.  (Studies in Islamic Law and Society, 

45)  200p  Leiden  2018  9789004368996  17,325 

   Shaham challenges the common opinion that Islamic 

legal modernism, as represented by Rashid Rida (d. 

1935), is of poor intellectual quality and should not be 

considered an authentic development within Islamic law. 

1699 

Shalâtah, Ahmad Zaghlûl, et al. 

   Bayna al-Salafîyah wa Irhâb al-Takfîr: Afkâr fî al-

Tafsîr.  128p  Beirut  2016  9789953827643 

     1,520 

   [Between Salafism and Terrorism of Takfir: Ideas for 

Explanation] 

1700 

Shami, Seteney & Cynthia Miller-Idriss (ed.) 

   Middle East Studies for the New Millennium: 

infrastructures of knowledge.  xiii,488p  N.Y.  2016  

9781479827787     8,305 

   racing the development of the field from the early 

days of the American university to the "Islamophobia" of 

the present day, this book explores Middle East studies 

as a discipline and, more generally, its impact on the 

social sciences and academia. 

1701 

Sharif, Malek 

   Imperial Norms and Local Realities: the Ottoman 

municipal laws and the municipality of Beirut (1860-

1908).  (Beiruter Texte und Studien, 105)  xiv,258p  

Würzburg/Beirut  2014  9783899139976  4,920 

   The primary aim of this study is to revise the 

perception of the municipal institution in the standard 

literature on the Ottoman Tanzimat period, and to 

counter the common assumption that this institution 

was omposed on rather unwelcoming provinces from 

above, the is, the central authorities of the Empire. 

1702 

Sharify-Funk, M., W.R. Dickson & M.S. Xavier 

   Contemporary Sufism: piety, politics, and popular 

culture.  xxi,269p  London  2018  9781138687301 

       pap  5,938 

   brings to light the religious frameworks that shape 

the views of Sufism's friends, adversaries, admirers, and 

detractors and, in the process, helps readers better 

understand the diversity of contemporary Sufism, the 

pressures and cultural openings to which it responds, 

and the many divergent opinions about contemporary 

Sufism's relationship to Islam. 

1703 

Sharkey, Heather J. 

   A History of Muslims, Christians, and Jews in the 

Middle East.  xvi,380p  photos.  Cambridge  2017  

9780521186872      pap  3,760 

   Sharkey examines the history that Muslims, 

Christians, and Jews once shared against the shifting 

backdrop of state policies. Focusing on the Ottoman 

Middle East before World War I, She offers a vivid and 

lively analysis of everyday social contacts, dress, music, 

food, bathing, and more, as they brought people 

together or pushed them apart. 

1704 

Shavit, Uriya 

   Scientific and Political Freedom in Islam: a critical 

reading of the modernist-apologetic school.  xi,191p  

London  2017  9781138286047    pap  7,522 

   Islamic modernism,   The modernist-apologetic 

approach to the relation between revelation and science 

and politics has been a central part of Arab discourses on 

the future of Muslim societies for over a century. This 

approach introduced historical and theological narratives 

and interpretative mechanisms that contextualize reason 
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and freedom in Islamic terms to argue that, unlike with 

Christianity, it is possible for Muslim societies to be 

technologically and politically advanced without 

forfeiting revelation as an all-encompassing, legally-

binding guide. 

1705 

Shechter, Relli 

   The Rise of the Egyptian Middle Class: socio-

economic mobility and public discontent from Nasser to 

Sadat.  286p  Cambridge  2019  9781108474481 

     15,855 

   During the 1970s and early 1980s, Egypt experienced 

swift economic growth resulting from a regional oil 

boom. Oddly, this economic growth hardly registered in 

Egyptian public discourse, which continuously claimed 

that the country was experiencing multiple economic, 

social, and cultural crises. 

1706 

Shulman, David 

   Freedom and Despair: notes from the South Hebron 

hills.  224p  Chicago   2018  9780226566658 

       pap  2,718 

1707 

Sidani, Yusuf 

   Muslim Women at Work: religious discourses in 

Arab society.  xi,123p  London  2018  

9783319632209     16,378 

   This book explores how a growing religious discourse 

is advocating for change in women's employment 

participation in Arab societies. 

1708 

Sika, Nadine 

   Youth Activism and Contentious Politics in Egypt: 

dynamics of continuity and change.  176p   

Cambridge  2017  9781108418805   15,098 

   Sika demonstrates how youth movements initiated 

contestation, and how the regime in Egypt reacted 

through a display of authoritarian resilience, creating 

opportunities, threats to and constraints on the ability of 

youth movements to mobilize and to network. 

1709 

Singer, Amy, Christoph Neumann & Selcuk Somel (ed.) 

   Untold Histories of the Middle East: recovering 

voices from the 19th and 20th centuries.  

(SOAS/Routledge Studies on the Middle East)  256p  

London  2014(11)  9781138788893     pap.  5,740 

1710 

Sinno, Abdel Raouf 

   Lubnân al-Tawâ'if fî Dawlat mâ ba'da al-Tâif: 

ishkâliyyât al-ta'âyush wa al-siyâda wa adwâr al-khârij.  

(Beiruter Texte und Studien 135)  533p  Beirut  2014  

9783956500138     4,040 

   Lebanon -- History 

1711 

Solaymânpûr, Hâdî, et al. 

   Paymân-e Mellat, Mîthâq al-Sho'a: the nation's 

covenant: Halk ittifakı.  119p  Tehran  1391  

9789643615925      800 

   Islamic renewal -- Iraq -- History 

1712 

Soleiman, Kamal 

   Islam and Competing Nationalisms in the Middle 

East, 1876-1926.  (The Modern Muslim World)  

xiv,312p  London  2016  9783137601292  

 18,198 

   Opposing a binary perspective that consolidates 

ethnicity, religion, and nationalism into separate spheres, 

this book demonstrates that neither nationalism nor 

religion can be studied in isolation in the Middle East 

1713 

Sonneveld, Nadia & Monika Lindbekk (ed.) 

   Women Judges in the Muslim World: a comparative 

study of discourse and practice.  (Women and Gender: 

the Middle East and the Islamic World, 15)  330p  

Leiden  2017  9789004306912   22,575 

   fills a gap in academic scholarship by examining 

public debates and judicial practices surrounding the 

performance of women as judges in eight Muslim-

majority countries (Indonesia, Malaysia, Pakistan, Syria, 

Egypt, Libya, Tunisia and Morocco). 

1714 

Stauth, Georg & Samuli Schielke (ed.) 

   Dimensions of Locality: Muslim saints, their place 

and space.   (Yearbook of the Sociology of Islam, 8)  

192p  Bielefeld  2008  9783899429688  5,930 

1715 

Steinberg, Matti 

   In Search of Modern Palestinian Nationhood.  (The 

Moshe Dayan Center)  503p  Tel Aviv/Syracuse  2016  

9789652241054       pap  5,277 

   The simplistic attitude that reduces the various 

conceptions in the modern Palestinian national thinking 

into stereotypical dictums, such as "the overall aim of all 

the Palestinians is to liquidate the state of Israel," instills 

perhaps a superfluous sense of meaning but it does not 

accomodate with the development of the historical 

reality. 

1716 

Stepan, Alfred (ed.) 

   Democratic Transition in the Muslim World: a global 

perspective.  272p  N.Y.  2018  9780231184311 

       pap  4,530 
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1717 

Stevens, M.L., C. Miller-Idriss & S. Shami 

   Seeing the World: how US universities make 

knowledge in a global era.  184p  Princeton  2018  

9780691158693     5,285 

   An in-depth look at why American universities 

continue to favor U.S.-focused social science research 

despite efforts to make scholarship more cosmopolitan 

1718 

Suleiman, Camelia 

   The Politics of Arabic in Israel: a sociolinguistic 

analysis.  240p  Edinburgh  2018(17)  

9781474441261      pap  3,958 

   Explores the contradictory position of Arabic being 

both the official language and marginalized in Israel 

1719 

Sultany, Nimer 

   Law and Revolution: legitimacy and 

constitutionalism after the Arab Spring.  (Oxford 

Constitutional Theory)  416p  Oxford  2017  

9780198768890     11,880 

   A comprehensive examination of the constitutional 

order that preceded and followed the Arab Spring in 

Egypt, Tunisia, Libya, Morocco, Jordan, Algeria, Oman, 

and Bahrain 

1720 

Szmolka, Inmaculada (ed.) 

   Political Change in the Middle East and North Africa: 

after the Arab Spring.  456p ills.  Edinburgh  2018  

9781474415309       pap  4,948 

   Analyses the democratic dimension of the recent 

political changes in MENA 

1721 

Tadros, Mariz 

   Resistance, Revolt, and Gender Justice in Egypt.  

(series books on Gender, Culture, and Politics in the 

Middle East)  xvi,338p  Syracuse  2016  

9780815634508       pap  6,787 

   Tadros charts the arc of the Egyptian women's 

movement, capturing the changing dynamics of gender 

activism over the course of two decades. She explores 

the interface between feminist movements, Islamist 

forces, and three regime ruptures in the battle over 

women's status in Egyptian society and politics. 

1722 

Tamplin, William 

   Poet of Jordan: the political poetry of Muhammad 

Fanatil Al-Hajaya.  (Studies on Performing Arts & 

Literature of the Islamicate World, 6)  Leiden  2018  

9789004372788     19,250 

   presents two decades' worth of the political poetry of 

Muhammad Fanatil al-Hajaya, a Bedouin poet from 

Jordan and a public figure whose voice channels a 

popular strain of popular Arab political thought. 

1723 

Thurston, Alexander 

   Boko Haram: the history of an African Jihadist 

movement.  352p  Princeton  2017   

9780691172248     4,522 

   A comprehensive history of one of the world's 

deadliest jihadist groups 

1724 

Thurston, Alexander 

   Safafism in Nigeria: Islam, preaching, and politics.  

(International African Library)  ix,284p maps   

Cambridge  2016  9781107157439   13,976 

   Examines how Salafism, a globally influential Muslim 

movement, is reshaping religious authority in Nigeria, 

Africa's most populous country. 

1725 

Travis, Hannibal 

   Genocide in the Middle East: the Ottoman Empire, 

Iraq, and Sudan.  648p  Durham  2010  

9781594604362      pap  10,872 

   describes the genocide of the Armenians, Greeks, 

and Assyrians of the Ottoman Empire in the nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries; of the Kurds and other 

persons living under Saddam Hussein in northern Iraq in 

the late 1980s; and of the Dinka, Nuba, Fur, Masalit, and 

Zaghawa peoples of Sudan from the 1970s to the 

present. 

1726 

Tsourapas, Gerasimos 

   The Politics of Migration in Modern Egypt: strategies 

for regime survival in autocracies.   Cambridge  2019  

9781108475549     15,855 

   Tsourapas examines how migration and political 

power are inextricably linked, and enhances our 

understanding of how authoritarian regimes rely on 

labour emigration across the Middle East and the Global 

South. 

1727 

Tuğal, Cihan 

   Caring for the Poor: Islamic and Christian 

benevolence in a liberal world.  xii,246p  N.Y.  2017  

9781138041042      pap  4,354 

   Based on several years of fieldwork in Egypt and 

Turkey, Caring for the Poor tells the stories of charity 

providers and volunteers. The book also places their 

stories within the overall development of Islamic ethics. 

Muslim charity, Tuğal argues, has interacted with 

Christian and secular Western ethics over the centuries, 

which themselves have a conflict-ridden and still evolving 

history. 
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1728 

Al-Tunisi, Muhammad 

   In Darfur: an account of the Sultanate and its 

people, Volume One.  ed. & tr. by Humphrey Davies  

(Library of Arabic Literature)  320p  N.Y.  2018   

9781479876389     6,040 

   Muhammad ibn 'Umar al-Tunisi (d. 1274 H/1857 AD) 

belonged to a family of Tunisian merchants trading with 

Egypt and what is now Sudan. Al-Tunisi was raised in 

Cairo and a graduate of al-Azhar. In 1803, at the age of 

fourteen, al-Tunisi set off for the Sultanate of Darfur, 

where his father had decamped ten years earlier. He 

followed the Forty Days Road, was reunited with his 

father, and eventually took over the management of the 

considerable estates granted to his father by the sultan 

of Darfur. 

1729 

Al-Tunisi, Muhammad 

   In Darfur: an account of the Sultanate and its 

people, Volume Two.  ed. & tr. by Humphrey Davies  

(Library of Arabic Literature)  400p photos.  N.Y.  

2018  9781479867844    6,040 

   A merchant's account of his travels through an 

independent African state 

1730 

Ullah, Haroon K. 

   Digital World War: Islamists, extremists, and the 

fight for cyber supremacy.  336p ills.  New Haven  

2017  9780300231106    3,775 

   A seasoned diplomat with deep knowledge of 

Islamist politics and digital innovation draws the first 

clear picture of the unprecedented impact of online 

networks 

1731 

'Uthmân, Nu'aymân 

   Al-Qabalîyah: 'ajz al-akâdîmî wa murâwaghat al-

muthaqqaf.  367p  Beirut  2012(11)   

9786144180082     4,040 

   Tribes -- Arab countries 

1732 

Valeri, Marc 

   Oman: politics and society in the Qaboos state.  

256p London 2017(09)  9781849044851  pap.  3,760 

   Seeks to understand the mechanisms of social and 

political perpetuation of authoritarianism in post-colonial 

states such as Oman. 

1733 

Van de Peer, Stefanie 

   Negotiating Dissidence: the pioneering women of 

Arab documentary.  248p  Edinburgh  2018(17)  

9781474437554      pap  3,958 

   The first book to trace the female pioneers of Arab 

documentary filmmaking 

1734 

van der Steen, Eveline 

   Near Eastern Tribal Societies during the Nineteenth 

Century: economy, society and politics between tent 

and town.  (Approaches to Anthropological 

Archaeology)  xvii,302p maps  Sheffield  2013  

9781908049834     16,632 

   Tribes -- Social conditions -- Middle East – History,   

This volume provides an in-depth study of tribal life in 

the Near East in the 19th century, exploring how tribes 

shaped society, economy and politics in the desert, as 

well as in villages and towns. 

1735 

Verdeil, Eric, Ghaleb Faour & Mouin Hamze 

   Atlas du Liban: les nouveaux defis.  111p maps ills.  

Beirut  2016  9782351597170   2,980 

   Geopolitics -- Urbanization -- Lebanon 

1736 

Verhoeven, Harry (ed.) 

   Environmental Politics in the Middle East: local 

struggle, global connections.  336p  London  2018  

9781849049672       pap  4,950 

   Offers a critical and realistic reassessment of the 

threats posed to the environment in the Middle East, and 

what can be done about them. 

1737 

Vinding, Niels V., E. Racius & J. Thielmann (ed.) 

   Exploring the Multitude of Muslim in Europe: essays 

in honour of Jorgen S. Nielsen.  (Muslim Minorities, 27)  

240p  Leiden  2018  9789004362499  21,875 

   The fourteen articles move through 

conceptualisations, productions and explorations of the 

multitudes of Muslims in Europe, and the authors draw 

on Jorgen S. Nielsen's own work on the history and 

challenges of the Muslim community in Europe, critical 

thinking, ethnicities and theologies of Muslims in Europe, 

Muslim minorities, Muslim-Christian relations, and on 

Islamic legal challenges in Europe. 

1738 

Vitalis, Robert 

   When Capitalists Collide: business conflict and the 

end of empire in Egypt  304p  Berkeley  2018  

9780520302358       pap  6,032 

   challenges the left-nationalist paradigm through 

which twentieth-century Egyptian history and politics has 

generally been interpreted. 

1739 

Wainscott, Ann Marie 

   Bureaucratizing Islam: Morocco and the war on 

terror.   Cambridge  2017  9781108227124  14,850 

   How have states in the Middle East and North Africa 
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responded to the War on Terror? This book addresses 

that need by investigating Morocco's unique approach to 

counter-terrorism: the bureaucratization of religion. 

Morocco's strategy is unique in the degree to which it 

relies on reforms that seek to make the country's 

religious institutions into tools for rewarding loyalty and 

discouraging dissent from religious elites. 

1740 

Walker, Tanya 

   Shari'a Councils and Muslim Women in Britain: 

rethinking the role of power and authority.  (Muslim 

Minorities, 22)  225p  Leiden  2016   

9789004316089     18,200 

   The public debate on Shari'a councils in Britain has 

been heavily influenced by the assumption that the 

councils exist as religious authorities and that those who 

use them exercise their right to religious freedom. 

1741 

Walz, Terence & Kenneth M. Cuno (ed.) 

   Race and Slavery in the Middle East: histories of 

trans-Saharan Africans in nineteenth-century Egypt, 

Sudan, and the Ottoman Mediterranean.  xiv,264p 

photos. maps  Cairo  2010  9789774163982  5,964 

   New sources and research illuminate the individual 

lives of African slaves in the Middle East 

1742 

Walzer, Michael 

   The Paradox of Liberation: secular revolutions and 

religious counterrevolutions.  192p  New Haven  

2016(15)  9780300223637     pap  2,718 

   Walzer, one of America's foremost political thinkers, 

examines this perplexing trend by studying India, Israel, 

and Algeria, three nations whose founding principles and 

institutions have been sharply attacked by three 

completely different groups of religious revivalists: Hindu 

militants, ultra-Orthodox Jews and messianic Zionists, 

and Islamic radicals. 

1743 

Ware, Rudolph, Zakary Wright & Amir Syed 

   Jihad of the Pen: Sufi scholars of Africa in 

translation.  320p  Cairo  2018  9789774168635 

     8,910 

   This volume brings together writings by Uthman b. 

Fudi (d. 1817, Nigeria), Umar Tal (d. 1864, Mali), Ahmad 

Bamba (d. 1927, Senegal), and Ibrahim Niasse (d. 1975, 

Senegal), who, between them, founded the largest 

Muslim communities in African history. 

1744 

Wehrey, Frederic (ed.) 

   Beyond Sunni and Shia: the roots of sectarianism in 

a changing Middle East.  xi,409p  London  2017  

9781849048149      pap  5,277 

   Explores the factors behind the spread of sectarian 

identity politics in the Middle East. 

1745 

Wehrey, Frederic M. 

   Sectarian Politics in the Gulf: from the Iraq War to 

the Arab uprisings.  (Columbia Studies in Middle East 

Politics)  xx,328p  N.Y. 2016(14)  9780231165129  

      pap  4,077 

   Beginning with the 2003 invasion of Iraq and 

concluding with the aftermath of the 2011 Arab 

uprisings, Frederic M. Wehrey investigates the roots of 

the Shi'a-Sunni divide now dominating the Persian Gulf's 

political landscape-Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, and Kuwait- 

1746 

Weinrich, Ines (ed.) 

   Performing Religion: Actors, contexts, and texts: 

case studies on Islam.  (Beiruter Texte und Studien 122)  

260p  Beirut  2016  9783956502354  11,600 

   Performing Religion investigates the relationship 

between texts, actors, and contexts in the study of 

Muslim devotion. Research in Islamic Studies to date has 

taken texts primarily as a medium of information.  The 

assembled case studies encompass contemporary as well 

as historic perspectives and include examples from 

Andalusia, Egypt, Italy, Greater Syria, Turkey, Central 

Asia, Yemen, Iran, and India. 

1747 

Winter, Stefan 

   A History of the 'Alawis: from medieval Aleppo to 

the Turkish Republic.  xiii,296p photos.  Princeton  

2016  9780691173894      pap  4,522 

   The 'Alawis, or Alawites, are a prominent religious 

minority in northern Syria, Lebanon, and southern 

Turkey, best known today for enjoying disproportionate 

political power in war-torn Syria. In this book, Winter 

offers a complete history of the community, from the 

birth of the 'Alawi (Nusayri) sect in the tenth century to 

just after World War I, the establishment of the French 

mandate over Syria, and the early years of the Turkish 

republic. 

1748 

Woerner-Powell, Tom 

   Another Road to Damascus: an integrative approach 

to 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jaza'iri (1808-1883)  260p  Berlin  

2017  9783110496994    17,491 

   This text challenges existing writing on 'Abd al-Qâdir 

al-Jazâ'irî which divides his life into two juxtaposed 

phases separated by narratives of conversion: from 

Francophobia to Francophilia, from militarism to 

pacifism, from activism to quietism, from Islamism to 

pluralism, from politics to religion. 
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1749 

Wolf, Anne 

   Political Islam in Tunisia: the history of Ennahda.  

xxiv,269p map  London  2017  9781787380332 

       pap  3,760 

   uncovers the secret history of Tunisia's main Islamist 

movement, Ennahda, from its origins in the 1960s to the 

present. 

 

1750 

Womack, Deanna Ferree 

   Protestants, Gender and the Arab Renaissance in 

Late Ottoman Syria.  (Alternative Histories)  320p  

Edinburgh  2019  9781474436717   16,830 

   The Ottoman Syrians - residents of modern Syria and 

Lebanon - formed the first Arabic-speaking Evangelical 

Church in the region. This book offers a fresh narrative of 

the encounters of this minority Protestant community 

with American missionaries, Eastern churches and 

Muslims at the height of the Nahda, from 1860 to 1915. 

1751 

Wood, Simon A. 

   Christian Criticisms, Islamic Proofs: Rashid Rida's 

modernist defence of Islam.  248p  Oxford  2012(07)  

9781851686711      pap.  3,960 

   Wood translates and analyses one of Rashid Rida's 

most important works, The Criticisms of the Christians 

and the Arguments of Islam. 

1752 

Yacoub, Joseph 

   Year of the Sword: the Assyrian Christian genocide. 

tr. by J. Ferguson  xvii,278p maps  London  2016  

9781849046428     4,950 

   Assyrians -- Crimes against -- History -- 20th century 

1753 

Yehuda, Zvi 

   The New Babylonian Diaspora: the rise and fall of 

the Jewish community in Iraq, 16th-20th centuries, C.E.  

(The Brill's Reference Library of Judaism, 57)  320p  

Leiden  2017  9789004354005   18,375 

   provides a historical survey of the Iraqi Jewish 

community's evolution from the apex of its golden age to 

its disappearance, emergence, rapid growth and 

annihilation. 

1754 

Younis, Nussaibah 

   Invasion to ISIS: Iraq, state weakness and foreign 

policy.  176p  London  2018  9781849045674 

       pap  4,950 

   A probing examination of how the foreign policy of 

this fragile polity has impacted decision-making and 

political outcomes in Iraq and beyond 

1755 

Zakhkhûrah, Ilyâs 

   Kitâb Mir'ât al-'Asr, fî târîkh wa rusûm akâbir al-rijâl 

bi-Misr.  ed. by Latîfah Muhammad Sâlim  497p   

Cairo  2015  9789771811947   5,480 

   Egypt -- Biography -- History -- 19th century 

1756 

Zarcone, Thierry & Angela Hobart (ed.) 

   Shamanism and Islam: Sufism, healing rituals and 

spirits in the Muslim world.  xli,360p photos.  London  

2017(13)  9781784537456      pap  3,775 

   Zarcone and Hobart offer a vigorous and 

authoritative exploration of the link between Islam and 

shamanism in contemporary Muslim culture, examining 

how the old practice of shamanism was combined with 

elements of Sufism in order to adapt to wider Islamic 

society. 

1757 

Zayani, Mohamed (ed.) 

   Digital Middle East: state and society in the 

information age.  320p  London  2018  

9781849049054       pap  4,950 

   Offers critical perspectives on the multifaceted digital 

transformations the Middle East has been undergoing 

and explores the promises and challenges ICT-related 

changes hold for Middle Eastern states and societies. 

1758 

Al-Zayn, Hasan 

   Al-Awdâ' al-Qânûnîyah lil-Nasârâ wa al-Yahûd fî al-

diyâr al-islâmîyah.  327p  Beirut  2000   2,520 

1759 

Al-Zayn, Samîh Wajîh 

   Târîkh Tarâbulus, qadîman wa hadîthan mundhu 

aqdam al-azminah hattâ 'asr-nâ al-hâdir.  615p ills.  

Tripoli  2010(1969)     6,300 

   Tripoli (Lebanon) -- History 

1760 

Zemmin, Florian 

   Modernity in Islamic Tradition: the concept of 

'society in the journal al-Manar (Cairo, 1898-1940).  

(Religion and Society, 76)  xiii,519p  Berlin  2018  

9783110543995     17,491 

   This study regards the concept of 'society' as 

foundational to modern self-understanding. Identifying 

Arabic conceptualizations of society in the journal al-

Manar, the mouthpiece of Islamic reformism, the author 

shows how modernity was articulated from within an 

Islamic discursive tradition. 

1761 

Zisenwine, Daniel 

   Tunisia Under Ben Ali: the history of an 

authoritarian regime, 1987-2011  256p  London  
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2018  9781784531850    14,256 

   Zisenwine looks at Tunisia under the rule of Ben Ali, 

from 1987 when he rose to power until the 2011 

protests that led to his downfall. Zisenwine offers an 

analysis of this authoritarian regime from its early days, 

to the attempts in the 2000s to reform economically (but 

not, crucially, politically) and the societal discontent that 

eventually led to the 2011 protests. 

1762 

Ziyâdah, Khâlid 

   Sijillât al-Mahkamat al-Shar'îyah "al-hiqbat al-

'uthmânîyah" al-Minhaj wa al-Mustalah.  336p   

Beirut  2017  9786144451359   3,030 

   [Sharia Court Records from the Ottoman Era: 

methodology and terminology] 

1763 

Zomlot, Husam Said 

   Building a State under Occupation: peacemaking 

and reconstruction in the Palestinian-Israeli conflict.  

(Library of Modern Middle East Studies, 112)  256p  

London  2018  9781848857728   14,256 

   In the wake of the settlement of the Oslo Accords in 

1993, billions were pledged and disbursed by 

international donors in support of the Palestinian-Israeli 

peace process. This title assesses the reasons why, 

despite this outpouring of international aid into the 

situation, the Oslo Accords ultimately failed. 

 


